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We have always maintained that the
revolution must rely on the masses of the
people, on everybody's taking a hand, and
have opposed relying merely on a few
persons issuing orders. The mass line,
however, is still not being thoroughly
carried out in the work of some comrade3 ;
they still rely solely on a handful of people
working in solitude. One reason is that,
whatever they do, they are always reluc-
tant to explain it to the people they lead
and that they do not understand why or
how 1:0 give play to the initiative aDd
creative energy of those they lead. Sub-
jectively, they tOQ want everyone to take
a hand in the work, but they do not let
other people know what is to be done or
how to do it. That being the case, how
can everyone be expected to get moving
and how can anything be done well r To
solve this problem the basic thing is, of
course, to carry out ideological education
on the mass line, but at the same time
we mu t teach these comrades many con-
crete methods of work.

-Mao Tse-tung

Where Do Correct
Ideas Come From?

-Mao Tse-tung

WHERE do correct ideas come from r Do they drop from
the skies r No. Are they innate in the mind r No. They
come from social practice, and from it alone; they come
from three kinds of social practice, the struggle for produc-
tion, the class struggle and scientific experiment. It is
man's social being that determines his thinking. Once
the correct ideas characteristic of the advanced class are
grasped by the masses, these ideas turn into a material
force which changes society and changes the world. In
their social practice, men engage in various kinds of struggle
and gain rich experience, both from their successes and
from their failures. Countless phenomena of the objective
external world are reflected in a man's brain through his
five sense organs-the organs of sight, hearing, smell, taste
and touch. At first, knowledge is perceptuaL The leap to
conceptual knowledge, i.e., to ideas, occurs when sufficient
perceptual knowledge is accumulated. This is one process
in cognition. It is the first stage in the whole process of
cognition, the stage leading from objective matter to,
subjective consciousness, from existence to ideas. Whether
or not one's consciousness or ideas (including theories,
policies, plans or measures) do correctly reflect the laws of
the objective external world is not yet proved at this stage,
in which it is not yet Jlossible to ascertain whether they
are correct or not. Then comes the second stage in the
process of cegnition, the stage leading from consciousnes
back to matter, from ideas back to existence, in which the
knowledge gained in the first stage is applied in social
practice to ascertain whether the theories, policies, plans
and measures meet with the anticipa,ted success. Generally
speaking, those that succeed are correct and those that fail
ar.e incorrect, and this. is especially true of man's struggle
WIth nature. In socIal struggle, the forces representing
the advanced class sometimes suffer defeat not because their



ideas are incorrect but because, in the balance of forces
engaged in struggle, they are not as powerful for the time
·being as the forces of reaction; they are therefore tempora-
rily defeated, but they are bound to triumph sooner or later.
Man's knowledge makes another leap through the test of
practice. This leap is more important than the previous
one. For it is this leap alone that can prove the correctness
or incorrectness of the first leap in cognition, i.e., of the
ideas, theories, policies, plans or measures formulated in
the course of reflecting the objective external world.
There is no other way of testing truth. Furthermore,
the oI)eand only purpose of the proletariat in knowing the
world is to change it. Often, correct knowledge can be
arrived at only after ~any repetitions of the process leading
from matter to consciousness and then back to matte~,
that is, leading from practice to knowledge and then back
to practice. Such is the Marxist theory of knowledge,
the dialectical materialist theory of knowledge. Among

·our comrades there are many who do not yet understand
this theory of knowledge. When asked the source of their
ideas, opinions, policies, methods, plans and conclusions,

· eloquent speeches and long articles, they consider the
question strange and cannot answer it. Nor do they
comprehend that matter can be transformed into conscious-

.neSSand consciousness into matter, although such leaps
are phenomena of everyday life. It is therefore necessary
to educate our comrades in the dialectical materialist
theory of knowledge, so that they can orientate their
thinking correctly, become good at investigatiGn and study
and at summing up experience, overcome difficulties,
commit fewer mistakes, do their work better, and struggle
hard so as to build China into a great and powerful socialist
country and help the broad masses of the oppressed and
exploited throughout the world in fulfilment of our great
internatIOnalist duty. . -May 1963

This passage, written by Comrade Mao Tse-tung,
IS from the Dmft Decision of the Centml Committee
()f the Chinese Communist Party on Certain Problems
in Our Present RU1'al Work, which was drawn up under
the direction of Comrade Mao Tse-tung.
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NOTES
THE SHACKLES OF 1947
MUST BE .SMASHED !

Twenty-two years ago the contradiction between the
Indian people and British imperialism 'became so acute
that it erupted into an unprecedentedly violent revolutionary

[

storm which swept through the country. A most signi-
ficant 'thing was that, for the first time in 90 years after
the Great Revolt of 1857, masses of soldiers, naval ratings
and air-force men openly participated in revolutionary
activities against their hated imperialist oppressors. This
fact completely changed the character of the movement
in two important respects: (1) the National Congress led
by the Right-wing reactionary Gandhi-Nehru-Patel_
Rajendraprasad-Rajagopalachari clique was unable to keep
the upsurge under their control, and (2) the British im-
perialists were not only deprived of the help of this clique
through which they used to disrupt people's movements
from within, but were also unable militarily to suppress
the roused people by naked force. The situation thus
proved extremely favourable for the people and extremely
dangerous for the imperialists and their lackeys. Common
fear of the impending revolution brought the imperialists
and the reactionary Congress leaders, representing the
feudal and reactionary bourgeois interests, together. Jointly
they set about opposing and hurling back the revolutionary
tide. When the People were fighting heroic battles in the
cities and many rural areas against the ferocious bloody
oppression by the British and eagerly working for their
overthrow, Nehru, Patel and other reactionary Congress
leaders forsook the people openly and obediently joined
the so-called Interim Government as apprentices under the
British viceroy Wavell. Encouraged by this, the imperia-



lists at once struck with their most poisonous weapon by
engineering largescale communal conflicts among the people
in Calcutta, Noakhali, Bihar and elsewhere. This proved
fatal for the cause of the revolution and helped to change
the situati,n into a favourable one for the imperialists and
the Congress counter-revolutionaries led by Nehru. It
was on the basis of this that the imperialists and Nehru
and Co. acted feverishly to work out a deal that would
"stabilise" this favourable situation in the interests of the
British imperialists and their Indian lackeys. In the
proce,ss, the reactionary Congress leaders openly and
cynically sold away such basic national interests as
unity and independence of India and willingly accepted
the partition of the country and the continuation of
imperialist control in the form of Dominion Status. The
so-called 'transfer of power' effected on August
15, 1947, once again demonstrated the truth, which
the Marxist-Leninists in India have repeatedly stressed,
thab the Indian bJurgeoisie is utterly incapable of
leading the democratic revolution against imperialism
and feudalism. On the contrary, they showed themselves
up as utterly reactionary and capable of giving up even
such vital national interests as independence and unity of
the country for the sake of their own narrow class interests
and the interests of the feudal lords and the imperialists. By
betraying the people's interests and the basic interests of
the country, the Indian ruling classes led by Nehru
willingly chose for itself the role of a lackey of imperialism
and an inveterate enemy of the Indian people.

However, the serious defeat of the revolutionary forces
in 1945-47 was primarily due to the fact that the revision-
ist leadership of the CPI led by Joshi, Ranadive, Dange
and Co. refused to break away from reactionary bourgeois
influence and to allow the proletariat to take an independent
principled stand and lead forward the anti-imperialist
struggle of the people. On the contrary, they forced a

·capitulationist line on the Party and toed the line of the
reactionary Congress leaders. It is this which proved
extremely helpful to the British imperialists and the
,Congress reactionaries in disrupting the revolutionary
upsurge and' made it possible for them to carry out success-
fully their evil designs against the people.

The transfer of power enabled the imperialists to
<confuse,disrupt and suppress the revolutionary masses of
.India much more effectively than they ever could them-
selves. Many years later, Mountbatten, the chief im.,
perialist architect of the deal, openly gloated over this fact.
He said: -

"The danger lies, as always, in subversion. It is much
less since Indian independence.

~, "From that point of view, the withdrawal of Britain
had strengthened India's ability to destroy Communist
cells and counteract Communist propaganda. 'They [i.e.,
the Congress rulers] put down the Communists whereas
the British couldn't without arousing the Indians' sympathy
for the Communists. " [At a press conference at the
Citadel, the military college of South Carolina, USA;
Hindusthan Standa?'d, Dec. 22, 1962].

J
, At that time the imperialists were launching a general
,offensive against the revolutionary people of Asia. U.S.
imperialism in China and the Philippines, the British in
Malaya, the Dutch in Indonesia, and the French in Indo-
China were carrying on bloody aggressive wars against the
revolutionary national liberation movements. In 'India, for
reasons stated above, the British imperialists commissioned
the services of the Congress reactionaries .led by Nehru for
.this purpose, The violent, cruel and bloody suppression
.campaign launched by the Nehru government during 1947-
.50 against the anti-feudal revolutionary struggle of heroic
Telangana peasants and all progressive democratic people's
movements, it3 banning of the Communist Party and
progressive mass organisations, were objectively, actually
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an integral part of the imperialists' bloody war of suppres-
sion against the revolutionary peoples of Asia. The Nehru
government was merely carrying out in India what imperia-
lists needed most but were unable to do themselves. The
Nehru government was defending, on behalf of the imperia,
lists, a most important base of imperialism in Asia against.
the anti-imperialist struggle of the Indian people. Thus.
from the very first day of their coming into power, the
reactionary National Congress leaders led by the arch-
reactionary Gandhi, Nehru, Patel and Co. were branded by
history as bitter enemies of the Indian people and of India's.
freedom, independence, unity and democracy.

The ruthless determination of the Nehru government,

(

to preserve the vested interests of imperialism, feudalism
and the Indian bourgeoisie is clearly demonstrated from
the following facts published by the Nehru government.
itself. During the period from August 15, 1947 to August
1,1950, its police or armed forces opened fire on the people
no less than 1,982 times, killed 3,784 persons and wounded
:nearly 10,000, jailed 50,000 and shot down 82 prisoners.
inside jails. A report in the British paper New Statesman
and Nation (September 10, 1949) said, "In India, I am
told on excellent authority, there are at least 100,000, and
perhaps as many as 200,000 Communists and others
'detained' ;..... .it means that the National Government of
India has more people detained without trial than the,
British ever had at a single time."

What Nehru was doing in India was exactly what the
imperialists were trying to do all over Asia, namely.
preserving the old Asia, an age-old victim of imperialist. -
plunder and oppression. But the new Asia, free froIn
imperialist and feudal exploitation and oppression, was
already emerging irresistibly in the vast plains of China.
Nehru was championing the interests of imperialism and
domestic reaction, which the people of India and Asia were
trying to destroy. Nehru, and the government that he

led were, therefore, a natural and inveterate enemy of the
revolutionary people of India and Asia, and more specifically
of the emerging revolutionary China under the leadership
of great Mao Tse-tung, which spearheaded the new Asia.

The thundering victory of the great Chinese Revolution
in 1949 decisively split Asia into two-the Asia still under
imperialist domination and struggling for national libera-,
tion and the new, independent, powerful and vigorous
Asia shedding the brilliance of a thousand suns, represented
by China.

Since the victory of the Chinese revolution, imperialism
headed by the U.S. imperialists has been trying to achieve
two things in Asia: to preserve whatever parts of Asia.
remained under their domination and to destroy China and
peoples' revolutionary movements in all countries in order
to restore the rule of exploitation and oppression there. :For
this, they chose India as their biggest and most important
b!Lse-militarily, politically and economically. They put
great reliance on Nehru to help them achieve their goal.
Nehru was, in fact, the k€lY man on whom the U.S.
imperialists relied for their counter-revolutionary, anti-

I China, criminal designs. "Washington's hopes for a
democratic rallying-point in Asia have been pinned on
India, ... and on the man who determines India's policy-
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru." (New York Times,'
October, 1949). And, "He [Nehru] is in a sense the counter-
weight on the democratic side to Mao Tse-tung." [Ibid,
August 29, 1950]. It must be admitted that Nehru willingly
accepted this new job from the U.S. imperialists. The

.if" entire policy of the Nehru government since 1949 was
closely linked and directed to further the objectives
of the U.S. imperialists in Asia.

I Imperialism needed a "counterweight", an "alternative"
~lace opposed to New China, to smother, or at lea,t
to diminish the tremendous impact that China's brilliant
success both in smashing the power of imperialism and
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~omestic reaction and in making amazing economic progress
was having upon the oppressed peoples of Asia and Africa.
In short, the revolutionary path, i.e., the "Chinese
path'," which is also the' only correct path to liberation
irom bondage of imperialism and its lackeys, had to be
<lhallengedon behalf of world imperialism and reaction by
upholding an 'alternative path' before the oppressed
millions in India,' Asia and elsewhere, the so-called

~ "democratic path," in order to keep them away from the
"Chinese path" and thus ensure imperialism's continued
domination over them. And world imperialism led by the
U.S,A. pinned its hopes on India and Nehru.

I

Everything of importance that was done in India under
Nehru since 1949 was essentially the carrying out of this
imission' of world imperialism-no more, no less.

IOpposition to New China and detracting from its imm'ense
growing revolutionary prestige in every way-this has
been the pivot of Nehru's entire foreign policy. Consolida-
tion of imperialism's economic and political positions in
India itself formed the basis which guaranteed the
continuation and deepening of this policy of hostility to
China. And consolidation and development of imperialism
meant nothing other than intensifying the cruel exploitation
~nd oppression of the Indian people manifold. Hence,
strengthening imperialism's position and determined
hostility to New China boiled down, in the final 3cnalysis, to
-ceaselessly intensifying exploitation and oppression of the
Indian people. Opposition to China and intensified
-exploitation and oppression of the Indian people have thus
been the two aspects of the same policy which Nehru
consistently followed in the interests of world imperialism
led by the U.S.A. and of India's reactionary classes.
Nehru policy may, therefore, be justifiably termed as one of
()pposition and hostility to both the Indian arid the Chinese
peoples.

~ ( 'Parliamentary democracy', 'development' and 'non-

11
::NOTES

f :alignment' have been the three main slogans with which
11\ the ,Congress rulers led by ~ehr~ d~ceived the I~dian peo~le.

1:,aslCallyserved the U.S. lInpenaltsts and IndIan reactlOn
Land consistently pursued its policy of hostility to China.
For about two decades the Congress rulers have carried on
their utterly reactionary policies under cover of these
deceptive slogans. But how could such a thing happen for
so long in India where the anti-imperialist and anti-feudal
hatred of the people is so intense r The main reason for this
lies in the treacherous capitulationist line followed by the
.revisionist leading clique' of the Indian Communist
movement.

The Dangeite renegades and the neo-revisionist leading
-clique of the CPI (M) have always been enthusiastic
.admirers and supporters of these deceptive slogans.
All these years they have ceaselessly preached among

f. workers, peasants and pther toiling people the poisonous
notions that India under the Congress rulers has
.attained genuine - independence and sovereignty; that
the so-called parliamentary democracy, despite its
'limitations', is something that should be defended and
upheld by the people; that the so-called "industrialization"
.and 'development' mark a real advance toward "economic
'ndependence" ; and that the so-called 'non-aligned' foreign
policy of the Congress rulers is, despite 'limitations', a
genui:o.elypeaceful and progressive policy. Today, these,
renegades have become even more loud in defending,
upholding and preaching these deceptive slogans of the
Congress rulers. By doing this, they have tried to confuse
the people's minds, blunt their class outlook and lull them
int10accepting, without protest, the ruthless and increasing
-exploitation and oppression to which they have been sub-
jected by the imperialists and their lackeys. These
renegades have thus actively helped the Congress rulers to
<larry on their reactionary policy with impunity and
arrogance. Where is, therefore, any basic difference

LIBERATION10
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-classes and their imperialist and Soviet revisionist
patrons, and only oppression and no democracy for the
ezploited Indian people. Why should then the Indian
people defend the ~o-called 'parliamentary democracy' r .
On th~ contrary, to liberate themselves from their
native and foreign oppressors, they must determinedly
oppose this so-called 'parliamentary democracy' and oyer-
come all false notions spread by the reactionaries.

The five-year plans and the so-called industrialization,
the community development projects and development
activities of the Congress 'rulers have nothing to do with
the people's interests, These are only clever devices to
enrich the foreign and Indian exploiters, intensify exploi-
tation of India's labour and resources and are directed to
turn India into a military-political-economic base of the
U.S. imperialists against China .and the revolutionary
peoples of Asia.

The Indian people gain nothing from these plans,
projects and developments other than increased exploitation
and loss of rights. The so-called plans have in reality been
executed under the advice, supervision and help of the U.S.
imperialists and Soviet revisionists not only to expand
their scope of exploitation but also to build up in
India a war machine at the cost of the Indian people's
blood and sweat, which could be used in the interests
of the U.S. imperialists. As Nehru himself revealed
on November' 9, 1962, "No modern war could be
fought without a proper industry and no industry could be
built up without an agricultural background. Through
the Five-"'¥,ear Plans, India had been ... strengthening the
country, even from the defence point of view." (Speech in

~

ajYa Sabha), He said, "India had tried in the past years
to buila. up a base which could, when necessity arose, be
turned into a proper war machine. It was so because

ithout a base of this kind, .it would not be possible to carry
them through very long." (Ibid). He also made it clear

..

"

_t
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between the revisionists and neo-revisionists on the one·

~

hand, and the Congress rulers, on the othe; l' They are
m.erely the two sides of the same coin. Joi~tly, they are
serving the imperialists and the Indian reactionaries.
to exploit and oppress the Indian people as they please.

But all the ravings of the Congress rulers and their-
lackeys, the revisionists and neo-revisionists, will never be
able to hide the fact that India under Congress rule is
neither sovereign, nor independent, nor democratic. Even
today the' Congress rulers, through the membership of the

j:
commOnWealth,.owe alle~iance to the British Crown. The
so-called sovereIgn Parl1ament of India is based on a.
Constitution which was drawn up "in accordance with the
proposals" of the British Cabinet Mission and as. demanded
by the British overlords (see the British government's
Declaration of February, 1947). The Constituent Assembly,
which framed this Constitution was elected on the basis of
restricted franchise (of about 14%) under British super-

[

vision. in 19,16. Evan Gandhi, while endorsing the
Congress Working Committee's decision to enter this
Consembly, had to admit that it was "not a free Assembly."
(Speech at AICC session' on July 7, 1946). Such, in
brief, is the legal and formal pOJition of the much-boasted
sovereignty. India's 'independence' is only a clever device
to hide its real dependence on the imperialists.

Lenin taught, "It is necessary constantly to explain and
expose among the broadest masses of the toilers of all
countries, and particularly of the backward countries, the
deception systematically practised by the imperialists in
creating, under the guise of 'politically independent states ,
states which are wholly dependent upon them economically,
financially and militarily." (Draft Theses on the National
and Colonial Question, June 1920). Lenin"s description
exactly suits today's India, and we must do exactly what.
Lenin taught us in this respect.

In India there is democracy only for the Indian ruling



fJ that the target of this "base building" and "war machine"
was China. "It was also a question of judgment as to when
this final challenge [from China] will come." (Ibid, Hindus-
than Standard, November 10, 1962). He further said.
"We thought of defence chiefly from the point of defence
science, defence production, technicians and others because-
that takes time while a soldier being trained does not take
very much time." It may also be remembered here that
Nehru and others openly said that 80% of the Third Five-
Year Plan was directly connected with defence while the
rest was connected only indirectly. How, in the face of all
this, can one deny the fact that the five-year plans etc.
are' merely part of the ge~eral aggressive plans of the
U.S. imperialists and ll.re closely linked and"co-ordinated
with them r

The foreign policy or the so-called non-alignment policy
of the Congress rulers has been, like its economic 'develop-
ment', directed against China and the revoluti"onarypeople's
movement in Asia. Not onec did the Congress rulers.
genuinely support the national liberation movement of any
country of Asia, Africa and Latin America. On the contrary.
they have consistently tried to disrupt -such movements
and always helped the imperialists directly or indirectly in
their bloody suppression campaigns against revolutionary
peoples. They allowed the U.S. imperialists to use the
Indian soil to carryon subversive activities in Tibet
uring and after the Chinese revolution. They gave all
acilities to the British to recruit and train Gurkhas in India
o be used for suppressing the Malayan people's struggle.

for liberation. The French imperialists were allowed to
use Indian airports for sending troops etc. to' suppress
the liberation struggle in Indo-Chin~. The Congress.
rulers even directly participated in suppressing the
revolutionary people's movements in Burma and Nepal.
They are following the British imperialist policy towards
Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim and are holding them m.

15NOTES

subjugation by means of unequal treaties. They openly
supported U.S. imperialist aggression against the Korean
people. By supporting and forging close links with the-
present reactionary regimes of Japan, Malaysia, Indonesia
and with the hated Chiang clique, the Congress
rulers merely prove that they have (become even "more
cynioal and shameless in serving the interests of the U.S.
-imperialists. There has never been nor is there anything
'peaceful' or 'progressive' in the foreign policy of the
Congress rulers.

The truth is, their so-called 'non-alignment' has
'1" essentially been a policy aimed at iwlating China,

splitting the socialist camp and thus -helping the
notorious 'containment of China' policy of the U.S.
imperialists. Mr M. C. Chagla, former Indian Ambassador
to Washington and later Indian High Commissioner in the
U.K., explained the non-alignment policy like this: "India's
present policy had prevented the two Communist countries
[the Soviet Union and China] coming together and bridging

_the gulf which exists between them ... Therefore, ...we might
succeed by our non-alignment policy in bringing the West
and Russia closer together and isolating China." (Hindus-
than Standard, January 13, 1963). Dange, the arch reac-
tIonary, echoed the same at a meeting in Central Bombay.

!He said: "India's non-alignment policy was successful in
isolating China from other Communist countries." (PTI,
February 17, 19(3).

In fact, after the Khrushchov revisionists had usurped
• power in the Soviet Union after Stalin's death, there
of began to emerge a world-wide counter-revolutionary

ganging up between the Soviet revisionists, the U.S.
imperialists and the Indian reactionaries. Till then, both
U.S. imperialism' and Nehru had been working jointly
to split the national liberation movements of Asia, and to
isolate China, by advertising the so-called 'Indian path' of
'peaceful' attainment of independence and the 'democratic'

LIBERATION14
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, ,
path to progress. The three 'peaceful' frauds of Rhrush.
chov renegades,-'peaceful co-existence', 'peaceful competi-
tion' a.nd 'peaceful transition to socialism'-which were
directly aimed at splitting the world Communist movement
and people's revolutionary struggles, opened up great

~, new scope for the U.S. imperialists and Nehru. China,
the mainstay and base of world revolution, became the
immediate common target of attack of Khrushchov
r~visionists, U.S. imperialists and Nehru government.
Nehru played a most important role in building up this
anti-China counter-revolutionary axis between Moscow, New
Delhi and Washington, which began to work for isolating
China from the revolutionary peoples of Asia and Africa
(through Nehru) and from the world Communist move-
ment (through the Khrushchov gang). Splitting the
national liberation movement of the oppressed peoples
and the world Communist movement became the two
principal objects of this axis. China, which refused to'
yield and valiantly raised higher the banner of revolution
and Marxism-Leninism, proved the main obstacle in

)

their path. The battle-cry of· the reactionaries and
imperialists of the Moscow-New Delhi-Washington axis,
therefore, became "beat down China I" The rapidly

If growing Indo-Soviet 'friendship' was merely an expression
~-ofthis anti -China ganging up.

The active encouragement and help of the Soviet
revisionists made the U.S. imperialists more aggressive
and they ventured on new aggressive provocations
against China. Nehru was neatly placed in the centre
-of this monstrous plan of the U. S. imperialists. The
development of this Moscow-New Delhi-Washington axis
with its edge directed against China, found its visible

1
expression almost simultaneously in two incidents in
1959-the notorious Camp David meeting betwen Khrush-
<chov and the U.S. President, and the first bloody clash

(Gontilnued on page 78)
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Study
4'Problems of Strategy in China's
Revolutionary War"

[ The following article appeared in the "Liberation
Army Daily" of Ghilna in Decembe,' 29, 1966J

Historical Background
It is now 30 years since Chairman Mao's brilliant great

work Problems of Strategy iIn Ghilna's Revolutionary War
was published in December 1936. It is a scientific summing
up of the rich experience of China's Second Revolutionary
,CivilWar and a fruit of the victory of Chairman Mao's
.correct line over the erroneous lines of the "Left" and
Right opportunists.

The First Revolutionary Civil War (1924-27) ended
in failure as a result of the betrayal by the big landlord
and big bourgeois class~s represented by Chiang Kai-shek
and because of the surrender of leadership by the Right
.opportunists inside tb-ePill'ty represented by Chen Tu-hsi~.
White terror reigned over the whole country. It was at
the critical moment in China's revolution that Chairman
Mao, holding high the great banner of people's war,
organized the famous Autumn Harvest Uprising, led the
armed forces to the Chingkang Mountains, founded the
Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red Army and China's
flrst revolutionary red base, set ablaze the raging flame of
the Chinese revolutionary war and illuminated the future
.of the revolution.

The "Left'.' opportunist line in the Party at that time,
particularly the third "Left" opportunist line represented
by Wang Ming, however, opposed and denied Chairman
Mao's correct line, and ruled out Chairman Mao's Red
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IS
This great work is a masterpiece on military science,

the most comprehensive, most complete, most system,atic
and on the highest level of Marxism; it is the first of its
kind on proletarian military strategy and the military
programme of the proletarian revolution.

This brilliant work is not only a great Marxist classic
on military affairs, it is aLo a great Marxist classic on
political science and/philosophy; it applies not only to the
field of military affairs, but also to all other field'. It is
a powerful ideological weapon ,for defeating imperialism,
modern revisionism and the reactionaries of all countries.

The principles and theories expounded by Chairman
Mao in .this work are derived from practice and a:re
universal truth tested through practice. The basic laws
of China's revolutionary war made clear in this work are
also the universal laws of all revolutionary wars. It not
only served as the guiding principles that led China's
revolutionary wars to great victories in the past, but it
is also the guiding principle for our future war againat
aggression. It has made immeasurable contributions to the
revolutionary struggles of the oppressed nations and pcoplffi:l.

We are living in a new, great epoch of world revolution.
People's revolution and revolutionary wars in Asia, Africa
and Latin America are mounting, raging and developing
vigorously. The proletariat and working people in Europ~,
North America and Oceania are in the midst cf a new
awakening. The development of the great proletarian
cultural revolution in our' country, which is without
precedent in history, has pushed the socialist revolution
to a deeper and more extensive new stage. But, -D. S.
imperialism and its accomplices are frantically escalating
the war in Vietnam in an attempt to force war on the
Chinese people. In these circumstances, a deeper stu<!y
of this great work so as to master Chairman Mao's great
strategic thinking is of vital strategic and realistic signi-
ficance in guiding the present great proletarian cultura1
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Great Significance

Problems of Strategy in China's Revolutionary War
splendidly epitomized the rich experience in China's
revolutionary war and created a brand new proletarian
military science. In this work, Chairma"il' Mao applied
dlalecticai materialism and historical materialism with
genius and in a creative way, profoundly expounded the
basic viewpoint of the proletariat in regard to war and
the scientific method for studying war, made a thorough
analysis of the special features of China's revolutionary
war, made clear the objective laws of war and laid down
a complete set of invincible strategic and tactical princi-
ples for waging people's war.

Army leadership; as a result, the Red Army was forced to
withdraw from the revolutionary base, bringing extremely
serious 108sesto the Chinese revolution.

In January 1935, during the Long March, the Party's
Central Committee called an enlarged' meeting of the
Political Bureau in Tsunyi, Kweichow Province, put an end
to the "Left" opportunist leadership, firmly established
Chairman Mao's leading position in the whole Party, and
saved the Party and the Chinese Revolution. Since then,
the Chinese revolution has always been under the wise
leadership of our great leader Chairman Mao, going from
victory to victory.

In order to eradicate the bad influence of the erroneous
lines of "Left" and Right opportunism, to raise the
Marxist level and proletarian military thinking of the
whole Party, and to successfully lead the impending vVar
of Resistance Against Japan (1937-45), Chairman Mao,
after writing On Tactics Against Japanese Imperialism
wrote this great work Problems of Strategy in China's
Revolutionary War which is an overall summing up of the
struggle between the two lines during the Second
Revolutionary Civil War (1927-37).



revolution, in smashing surprise attacks by U. S. imperia-
Ii m and its accomplices, in liberating Taiwan, in defending
the motherland and in supporting the struggles of the
world's revolutionary peoples.
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peoples and nations have obtained liberation and politica:l
power all because they have taken up arms, waged large-
scale revolutionary war and wiped out counter-revolutionary
war with revolutionary war. In China's revolution, it is
under the leadership of the great leader Chairman Mao,
a.fter a protracted revolutionary war in which imperialism
and the Kuo~intang reactionaries, who were backed by it,
were defeated, that we have gained political power and
won victory for the revolution.

U.S. imperialism at present is the most vicious enemy
of the people of the world, the ringleader of all reactionaries.
Working hand in glove with the reactionaries, of all
countries it frantically plunders and oppresses the people,
ssvagely suppresse.3 people's revolutionary movements and
forces war on the revolutionary people. Only by taking up
the gun and by opposing counter-revolutionary war with
revolutionary war can the people of all lands eventually
overthrow U.S. imperialism and all reactionaries and gain
people's rights and victory for the revolution.

In seizing political power, the revolutionary people
must rely on the gun ; in defending it, they also must
rely on the gun. People who have already seized
political power can prevent and smash the internal and
external enemies' subversion and aggression only if they
constantly think of class struggle, hold the gun firmly in
hand and remain highly vigilant at all times. At present,
U. S. imperialism, in close co-ordination with the Soviet
revisionist leading group, has shifted the emphasis of its
global strategy to Asia, directing its spearhead against
China. We must make full and good preparations for
opposing a U.S. imperialist launched war of aggression,
and be ready at any time to deal with the enemy and to
fight a war at an early date, to fight a big war, a nuclear
war, and all kinds of warfare and fight on severaL fronts.
We must place all our work on a "fighting a war" footing.
Should U.S. imperialism and its accomplices dare to force
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Main Points for Study

As we study this great work, we should pay special
attention to grasping the following questions:

I. Take Up the Gun and Use Revolutionary War
to Wipe Out Counter-Revolutionary War

Chairman Mao has said: "War is the highest form of
struggle for resolving contra'dictions, when they have
developed to a certain stage, between classes, nations,
states, or political groups, and it has existed ever since the
emergence of private 'property and bf classes." This ie
the most scientific, most complete definition on war given
.by Cha.irman Mao.

JReTolution and revolutionary wars are unavoidable in
'class society. The brutal exploitation, oppression and
plunder by the reactionary ruling classe3 is bound to
provoke the opressed peoples and nations to fierce resistance.
To preserve their rule, the reactionary rulers invariably
are the first to use bayonets and guns to deal with the
revolutionary people. In these circumstances, the oppressed
and exploited peoples and nations, who seek ema.ncipation
and who want to seize political power and win victory for
the revolution, have to give tit for tat, take up arms and

. oppose counter-revolutionary armed for'ce with revolu-
tionary armed force and wipe out counter-revolutionary
war with revolutionary war. Chairman Mao has se.id:

I

" ... it is only by the power of the gun that the working
. "Class a.nd the labouring masses can defeat the armed

bourgeoisie and landlords; in this sense we may say that
only with guns can the whole world be transformed."
Historical facts prove that the oppressed and exploited



II. Rely On the Masses and Wage P~ople's War
Cha.irman Mao has said: "The people, and the people

alone, are the motive force in the making of world
history." (On Coalition Government). The human factor and
the political factor for ever remain the most fundamental
factor for victory in war. Chairman Mao has also said:
"A revolutionary war is a mass undertaking". ", ..active

8. war of aggression on our people, we shall resolutely
use revolutionary war to wipe it out completely.

The modern revisionists with the C.P.S.U. leadership
as their centre, have given much publicity to "peaceful
co-existence," "peaceful transition" and "peaceful com-
petition," saying that under the condition that imperialism
is in existence, "a world without arms, troops and war"

~can be realized; they speak of the revolutionary wars of the
J. people of all lands as "adventurism" and the encouragement

and support given to these revolutionary wars as "bellicose."
This is a shameless sell-out of the revolutionary cause of
the people of the world and a complete betrayal of Marxism-
Leninism. They are the accomplices of U. S. imperialist

(

aggression and plunder. To oppose imperialism, we must
~esolu~el! oppose.~~dern revision.ism a~d t~oroughly expose
ItS cnmmal actIvItIes of colludmg WIth Imperialism and
selling out the revolutionary people.

Chairman Mao has emphatically pointed out that all
revolutionary wars are just, that mankind's just war is the
banner of mankind's salvation, a most lofty and glorious under.
taking, and a bridge to a new era in world history. Every
one of us revoJutionaries must truly follow the teachings of
Chairman Mao, resolutely support alld actively take part
in all just wars and contribute to the .completeemancipation
of the people of th~ world, the elimination of the root cause
of war, and the establishment of a new world without
.imperialism, without capitalism and without the system of
exploitation.

support of the population, is the most important one
[ condition] for the Red Army." Provided that we closely
rely on the people and are at one with the people, this army
of ours can be invincible everywhere in the world.

During the Second Revolutionary Civil War, the Chiang
Kai-shek' reactionaries, on the strength of their troops
being superior in numbers and in technical equipment,
continuously carried out "encirclement and suppression"
campaigns against the Red Army. But the Red Army,
guided by Chairman MaO's thinking on people's war,
had fully mobilized the masses in the base areas.
Wherever the Red Army advanced to, the people's support
followed; with the people fighting enthusiastically in co-
ordination with the Red Army, the enemy was caught
in a vast trap, was hit everywhere he went and found it
difficult to move an inch with the result that "the
fat ones wore out and became thin and the thin ones
wore out and died." Whereas the Red Army, growing
ever stronger in battle, won brilliant victories in
four counter-campaigns against the "encirclement and
suppression.' ,

During the War of Resistance Against Japan and the
Third Revolutionary Civil War, our army, guided by
Chairman Mao's thinking on people's war, relying on the
masses and together with them, defeated Japan~se
imperialism, toppled the reactionary Chiang :Kai-shek
dynasty which had the backing of U.S. imperialism,
founded New China and established the great base for
the world revolution.

The revolutionary practice of the world's people,
especially that of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin
America, too, has fully borne out that the only correct'
way for the oppressed nations and peoples to overthrow
imperialist and reactionary rule and completely emancipate
themselves is to rely on the masses and fight people's
war, A most convincing e~ample is the South Vietnamese
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people who, by relying on people's war, have badly
mauled armed-to-the-teeth U.S. imperialism.

No matter how modern weapons and technical equip-
ment may advance, and how complex modern warfare
may be, people's war always remains our most effective
weapon in dealing with U.S. imperialism and its running
dogs. Now that we have made our own guided missile
nuclear weapons, it is a heavy blow to U.S.-Soviet
collusion for nuclear monopoly and nuclear blackmail
&nd a great inspiration to the revolutionary people
throughout the world who are struggling valiantly. But,
in future we will still rely on people's war to defeat
the enemy. Chairman Mao said long ago: " ... the atom
bomb is a weapon of mass slaughter, but the outcome.
of a war is decided by the people, not by one or two
new types of weapon."JTalk With the American Correspon_
dent Anna Louise Strong). Any idea of simply counting on
weapons to win victory is very wrong and very harmful.

For the broad masses to take part actively in and support
revolutionary war, it is necessary to have wide and deep-
going political mobilization, arm the people's minds with
Mao Tse-tung's thought, raise their political conscionsness
to the maximum and bring their revolutionary initiative
into play. The revolutionary people, armed with Mao Tse-
tung's thought, fear neither hardship nor death and can
overcome all kinds of difficulties and defeat every enemy.

Relying on the masses to wage people's war requires
arming the entire people and .turning all the people into
soldiers. There must be strong people's armed forces
under the absolute leadership of the Party to serve as the
backbone in war and, at the same time, it is imperative
to set up armed mass organizations on an extensive scale
and to organize and arm as many people as possible so that
they can take direct or indirect pa~t in war. Hence the
waging of people's war in which the main armed units are
integrated with local armed units, regular troops with

III. Carry Out Flexible and Mobile Strategy and Tactics
And Concentrate Forces to Fight a War of Annihilation

Chairman Mao has made a masterly summary of the
strategy and tactics of people's war in these phrases: "You

25
guerrillas and militia, and the a.rmed masses wi'bh the
unarmed masses. The idea of abandoning ,people's guerrilla
war and putting sole emphasis on the role of the main forces
while neglecting that of local forces, militia and guerrillas
is entirely wrong, and so is any idea of placing sole reliance
on the main forces in war. The three-in-one integration
of the main forces, local forces and militia is the traditional
framework in our armed forces. In a future anti-aggression
war it will still be necessary to rely on the masses, militia
and 'guerrillas. The hundreds of millions of people armed
with Mao Tse-tung's thought constitute a vast and
matchless force, the mainstay for defeating the enemy and
the real iron bastion which no force on ea.rth can destroy.

The Red Guards born in the great proletarian cultural
revolution, are a generation of new people who have grown
up nurtured by Mao Tse-tung's thought. Guided by the
proletarian revolutionary line represented by Chairman
Mao they dare to think, speak out, act, break through,
and make revolution; they have performed everlasting
meritoriou~ deeds for the revolution. They are a shock
force in the great cultural revolution and a powerful reserve
force of the People's Liberation Army. In the event of
war they will go to the battlefields an~ perform new
meritorious deeds in fighting aggression.

The modern revisionists with the leading clique of
the Soviet Communist Party at their centre ridiculously
allege that rockets and nuclear weapons can decide every-
thing in a modern war and that, against nuclear weapons,
the militia is a mere heap of flesh, and so forth. This ~u~-
and-out weapons-decide-everything theory of the bourgeOisIe
is a big expose/of these counter-revolutionary and revisionist
renegades.
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fight in your way, and we fight in ours ; we fight when we can
win and move away when we can't." This means to fully
exert our political superiority and the strength of the
masses and to use our strong points against the enemy's
weak points. We fight in such a way that you cannot hit
us or even find us when you want to; when we want to
beat you, we will score a direct hit and wipe you out.
Strategically, we shall "pit one against ten," while tacti-
cally we shall "pi t ten against one," concentrating our

. forces to fight a war of annihilation.

War of annihilation is the fundamental policy of our
army's military operations. Chairman Mao has said:
~'Only by annihilating the enemy's effective strength can we
smashhis 'encirclement and suppression' campaigns and expand
our revolutionary base areas lnjuring all of a man's ten
fingers is not as effective as chopping off one, and routing ten
enemy divisions is not as effectiveas annihilating one of them."
To fight battles of annihilation is the only way to deal
the most effective blow to the enemy and gain victory.
TIuring the period of the Becond Revolutionary Civil \Var
the big and powerful enemy amassed a force several time~
or even more than ten times the strength of the Red Army
in their "en'circlement and suppression" campaigns against
the weak and small Red Army. Under the personal
command of Chairman Mao, the Red Army used the
method of concentrating forces to fight a war of annihilation
and succeeded in wiping out large numbers of enemy troops
anq. smashing the enemy's "encirclement and suppression"
campaigns one after another. During the period of the
War of Resistance Against Japan, our army's policy for
military operations was to regard guerrilla warfare as
basic while losing no chance of mobile warfare under
favourable conditions, After eight years of bitter fighting
it wiped out the enemy, grew stronger and scored great
victories. In the Third Revolutionary Civil War, our army
concentrated absolutely superior forces in every battle and
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-wiped out the enemy part by part. In the courSe of
fighting, the bigger the military campaign, the larger the
number of enemy troops wiped out and the more powerful
our army became. In the three big world-shaking cam-
'paigns-Liaohsi-Shenyang, Huaihai and Peiping-Tientsin,
1'54 million enemy troops were wiped out. A total of
more than 8 million Chiang Kai-shek bandit troops were
knocked out in three years.

First and foremost in a war of annihilation is the con-
centration of a superior force. Only by, concentrating a
superior force it is possible to alter the situation between
the two opposing sides, to change from an inferior position
to a superior one, from passive to active, from weak to
strong, and from defensive to offensive, so as to, reach the
goal of annihilating the enemy. The concentration of
forces is a material basis for fighting a war of annihilation.
It is necessary, therefore, to concentrate an absolutely
'superior force in every battle-that is, a force two, three,
four and sometimes even five or six times the enemy's
strength-encircle the enemy forces from all sides and strive
to wipe them out completely without letting any out of the
net.

In order to concentrate forces to fight a war of annihila-
tion, it is eSEential to adopt the policy of luring the enemy
deep into our area without fear of sustaining some temporary
losses: some cities and areas must be abandoned on our
own initiative in a planned way so as to let the enemy in
and fight him. Only when the enemy is allowed in, will
he be compelled to divide his forces, shoulder heavy
burdens and commit mistakes. Only in this way can we
gain time for concentrating a superior force to swallow the
enemy up mouthful by mouthful and finally defend or
capture cities or areas. The idea of dividing forces to
defend every position and resisting everywhere out of fear
of temporarily losing some territory and s~staining :pa~tial
losses 1Sentirely wrong since this can ne1ther anlllhliate
the enemy nor hold cities or areas.



IV. Learn Warfare Through Warfare, Master Laws
of vVar and Show Initiative in Directing War

Chairman Mao has said: "The laws of war are a problem
whichanyone directing a war must study and solve." All those
who seriously study and master the laws of war and act in
accordance with them are able to direct a war correctly

The principle of concentrating forces to fight a war of
annihilation Seems to be easy to carry out but it is rather
difficult in practice, Some people usually approve of this,
method of war. But when it comes to actual war, they
often divide their forces either because they regard the
enemy lightly or because the enemy so frightens them they
lose their initiative; the result is that they find themselves
in a passive position and unable to annihilate the enemy.
Therefore, however complicated, serious and cruel the
conditions they are in, the commanders at every level must
be clear-headed from start to finish and concentrate forces
to fight a war of annihilation by independently orga'nizing
and using their power.

The concentration of forces to fight a war of annihilation
is not only the guiding thought for war but for our work in
all fields. Whatever work is done, this method must be
adopted, We cannot attempt to complete all parts of work
in one stroke; they must be completed one by one. Just
a.s a meal can only be eaten mouthful by m'outhful, so.
factories can only be built one by one, and work can only be
completed piece by piece. Nothing' will be done well if
all things are tackled at once without making a distinction
between the primary and the secondary and if the forces.
are scattered. Only by concentrating forces and laying
stress on the solution of one or two principal problems.
without let-up for a period of time-that IS, to concentrate
forces to fight a war of annihilation-can work be done
well,
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d . 't Anyone who acts to the contrary is certain toan WIn1 .
be rebuffed and defeated. ..

Proceeding from the nature of Chinese sOClety a?d Its
l't' ,,1 military economic and other conditions, ChaIrmanp01lC"" ,

Mao made an all-round and penetrating an~lysis of the
. . 801 characteristics of China's revolutIOnary war,])nnClp " . 1
d his genius to make ItS basIC laws clear, creatIve yuse . . .

solved a series of basic problems concermng d1rectmg a.
war, and guided the Chinese revolutionary war from one
,great victory to another.

In laying stress on learning warfare thrcugh warfare,
Chairman Mao created a completely new method of studying
and learning the laws of war. This is our chief method.
To make revolution and wage a war is often not a matter
of learning, before doing but of doing and then learning,
for doing itself is learning. Only by following Chairman
Mao's instructions and putting "daring" and "doing"
above everything else, and courageously ~lunging into the
practice of war-tempering ourselves in the teeth of stor~s
and learning to swim in swimming-can we acquamt
ourselves with the laws of war and master them.

The laws of war are the objective laws of the develop-
ment of the contradictions between the two opposing sides.
In order to understand and master them, one must make
comprehensive and detailed investigation and study of the
various aspects of war conditions. He' must become
acquainted with the conditions of his own forces and those
of the enemy forces and with all other conditions affecting
the war. From all this he discovers the law~ of action and
applies them in practice, so that he wins every battle he
fights because he is clear about himself and his enemy.

Though the outcome of war is determined by the
military, political, economic, natural and other conditions
of the two opposing sides, it is also decided by their
subjective ability in directing war. For us to be able to
have the initiative in directing a war, the most fundamental
thing is to make Chairman Mao's strategic ideas our guide
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V. Basic Guarantee for Winning Revolutionary War Is the
Resolute and Thorough Carrying Out of
Chairman Mao's Correct Line

Chairman Mao has said: "Our revolutionary war has
proved that we need a correct Marxist military line as well as
a correct Marxist political line." The Party's absolute
leadership over war is the basic guarantee for carrying
out the revolutionary war to the end and winning victory.
The most fundamental thing about the Party's lead.ership
over war is to carry out a correct leadership in line.
Guided by the correct political and military lines worked
out by Chairman Mao glorious victories were won in the
Chinese revolution and revolutionary war.

and his great practice our example, be good in the creative
study and application of Chairman Mao's works in the
practice of war and closely combine theory with practice.
On the basis of definite material conditions, we give full
play to our subjective momentum. In this way _we can
become both courageous and wise heroes directing and
staging a colourful and magnificent drama.

Laws must be grasped both in fighting a war and in
tackling other revolutionary work. At present, when
we are carrying out the great proletarian cultural revolution,
we must take Chairman Mao's thought as our guiding
principle and the 16-point decision [of the Central Committee
of the Chinese Communist Party concerning the great
proletarian cultural revolution] as our weapon, courageously
throw ourselves into the torrent of the revolutionary
struggle and creatively and repeatedly study and apply
Chairman Mao's works in the course of class struggle.
making summaries and progress continually until we
understand and master the laws of the development of
class struggle. Only in this way can complete victory be
won in the great proletarian cultural revolution.
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Correct political and military lines do not emerge and
develop spontaneously an'd smoothly, but only in struggle
against the "Left" and Right opportunist lines. Back in
the period of the First Revolutionary Civil War, a resolute
struggle took place between the correct line represented
by Chairman Mao and the Right opportunist line of Chen
Tu-hsiu; the period of the Second Revolutionary Civil
War saw the "Left" opportunist line overcome three times
and the Right opportunist line of Chang Kuo-tao once'
during t~e ~eriod of the anti-Japanese war, the Righ~
opportunIst hne of Wang Ming was defeated. Since the
founding of the Peoples Republic of China, several large-
scale struggles have been carried out against the represen_
tatives of the bourgeois line who have wormed their
way into the Party and the army. The struggle be-
tw~en the correct lin~ represented by Chairman Mao
and the wrong line of all shades has never ended. This
was true during the entire period of the democratic
rev?lution ; it has also been true in the period of the
socialtst revolution and construction,

Chairman Mao has said: "Without combating and
thoroughly. overcoming these harmful tendencies which damage
the revol~hon and the revolutionary war, it would be impossible
to estabhsh a correct line and win victory in this war."
We must never forget this teaching of Chairman Mao
and must w~ge a resolute and uncompromising struggle
agamst all kinds of erroneous lines. Without defeatin
the errone l' . g. ous mes, It would be impossible to thoroughly
Implement Chairman Mao's correct line and w· . t .in th 1" In VICones

e revo utlOn and III a revolutionary war
The unprecedented great proletarian c~ltural revolution

now unfolding . .. m our country IS to destroy bourgeois ideas
~~ a bIg scale and vigorously establish the supremacy of
lJ..laOTse-tung's th ht
W'th h' oug and arm the 700 million people

I ISthought Th' .
event of " IS IS the greatest preparation in the

war m order to "mash the aggression that U. S.
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imperialism and its accomplices may launch against China.
We must resolutely and thoroughly carry out the proletarian
revolutionary line represented by Chait man Mao, criticize
and repudiate the bourgeois reactionary line in a thorough-
going way,and steadfastly carry the great proletarian cultural
revolution through to the end. Comrade Lin Piao has
said: "The proletarian revolutionary line of Chairman Mao
is as incompatible with the bourgeois reactionary line ae
fire is to water. Only by thoroughly criticising and
repudiating the bourgeois reactionary line and eradicatini
its influence can the line of Chairman Mao be carried out
<correctly, completely and thoroughly."

In accordance with Comrade Lin Piao's directive, we
must hold still higher the great red banner of Mao Tse-
tung's thought, defy death to defend and resolutely
implement the correct line of Chairman Mao, and turn our

_ :army into a great school ot Mao Tse-tung's thought and
into a revolutionary army which is extremely proletarianized
.and extremely militant.
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Make a ClassAnalysis.
of Factionalism

THIS article by the Commentator of "Hongqi" was
printed in the "Renmin Ribao" on April 27 this year. The
Commentator writes:

Different classes e~ist in class society. Within each
dass, there are different strata. In political struggle, each
dass and stratum will invariably differentiate into Left,
middle and Right factions. This is a universal law
independent of man's will.

The great proletarian cultural revolution has engulfed
every class and every stratum in the torrent of class
struggle. The different political forces have been more
active than ever before, strongly expressing their own
political tendencies and expressing their own factionalism .
How to make a class analysis of factionalism by using
Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tse-tung's thought, is a highly
important question.

Lenin said: "The class division is, of course, the
ultimate basis of the political grouping; in the final
analysis, of course, it always determines that grouping."
In class society, all class struggle is political struggle
which is most fully developed in the form of struggle
between parties and factions. Political parties and political
factions are all instruments of class struggle.

f
' Chairman Mao says: "Outside a party there exist
other parties and inside a party there exist factions;
this has always been the case." The capitalist class
has different parties and factions. The Democratic Party
and the Republican Party in the United States, for instance,
are two factions representing the interests of the mono-
poly capitalist class. Likewise, there are different parties
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and factions within the workers' movement. Within the
First International, there was the struggle waged by the
Marxists, who represented the proletariat, against the
Proudhon, Bakunin, Lassalle and other factions who

. represented the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois trends.
Before World War I, there existed within the Second
International the struggle by the Left represented by
Lenin against Bernstein and other revisionist factions.
Kautsky was a middle-of-the-roader for a period and became
a Rightist during the war. During the struggle in the
Third International, Lenin and Stalin Were the genuine
Left, ;Sukharin was a Rightist, and Trotsky was "Left"
in form but a Rightist in essence and he later became an
outright counter-revolutionary. The opportunist, revisionist
factions are the Rightists within the workers' movement,
the special detachment of the bourgeoisie within the
workers' movement. Their foundation is in the labour
aristocracy and their ideology IS in effect bourgeois
ideology which finds expression within the working class
and attempts to corrupt the working class.

Chairman Mao points out: "Apart from uninhabited
deserts, wherever there are groups of people they are
invariably composed of the Left, the middle and the
Right. This will still be the case after thousands of
years." This is the truth.

The party spirit is the concentrated expression of class
character~ Only the most conscious and advanced force
of the proletariat, namely the vanguard of the proletariat,
can completely and genuinely represent the class interests
of the proletariat and the interests of the broad labouring
masses, can possess the most intense proletarian party
spirit. Such being the case, the proletarian revolutionaries
represent precisely the proletarian party spirit. What we
generally call the struggle between the proletarian party
spirit and bourgeois factionalism is none other than the
struggle between the proletarian party spirit and the
bourgeois party spirit.

35
Chairman Mao points out: "In every branch of learning

there may be many schools and trends; in the matter of
world outlook, however, today there are basically only two
schools, the proletarian and the bourgeois. It ~s one or
the other, either the proletarian or the bourgeOls world
outlook." There are basically two schools in respect to
the world outlook of the many factions that ,have emerged
during the great proletarian cultural revolutIOn. They are
the partisanship of the two big classes.

Every faction and every manifestation of facti~nalism
represents the interests, views and demands ,of dIfferent
classes and different strata. In the complIcated class
struggle, it is necessary to make clas~ ~nal~sis on ~he
basis of people's actions in order to dlstmgUIsh who ISa
genuine revolutionary in the full sense, who is a,"revo-
lutionary" in speech, and who is a counter-revolutIOnary.
That is to say, we must judge not only by their slogans
and speeches, but more important, by the fact of which
class they' actually stand for, which class line they followL

and which class benefits from their actions.
To be loyal to the great leader Chairman Mao, to Mao

Tse-tung's thought and to Chairman Mao's proletarian
revolutionary line, firmly to take the proletarian stand to
unite the broad masses, fight against the bourgeois reac-
tionary line and fight against the handful of renegades,
special agents and diehard capitalist roaders in the Party
with China's Khrushchov as their representative and
against the counter-revolutionaries in society, and to be
determined to carry the great proletarian cultural revo-
lution through to- the end-this is characteristic of a.
proletarian revolutionary, and is the party spirit of the
proletariat.

The vanguard of the proletariat has consistently opposed
unprincipled factional disputes, the mountain stronghold
mentality and sectarianism. Just as Chairman Mao says:
"There is no conflict of fundamental interests within the



This is crucial to the success of the great proletarian
cultural revolution."

In the world there is neither party spirit which is above
classes nor factionalism which is above classe3. The non-
partisan viewpoint is a hypocritical bourgeois viewpoint
which claims to be transcending classes. Factional struggle
is a manifestation of class struggle. If the cla~s content
of factionalism is taken away, it will be impossible to
distinguish between right and wrong and will lead to
erasing the distinction between the proletarian revolu-
tionaries and the bourgeois reactionaries. This is precisely
what the Right opportunists want in their opposition to
the proletarian revolutionaries and in their negation of the
great proletarian cultural revolution.

We oppose bourgeois factionalism precisely in order to
safeguard and strengthen the factionalism of the proletarian
revolutionaries, namely, the party spirit of the proletarian
vanguards. Lenin said: "The interests of the open and
widespread class struggle demand the development of the
strict party principle." We must further develop the strict
proletarian party spirit, and be staunch' proletarian
revolutionaries armed with Mao Tse-tung's thought. We
must resolutely oppose the bourgeois Rightists, oppose
the ultra "Left" that is "Left" in form but Right in
essence, carry the struggle between the two lines through
to the end and win all-round victory in the great proleta~ian
cultuml revolution.
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working class. Under the dictatorship of the proletariat,
there is no reason whatsoever for the working class to split
into two big irreconcilable groupings." All proletarian
revolutionaries must adhere to this teaching of Chairman
Mao's and carryon the triumphant forward advance of
our country's great proletarian cultural revolution.

To obstinately stick to the bourgeois reactionary stand,
to oppose Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line
by using Right opportunism, Right capitulationism and
Right splittism from the Right, or to undermine Chairman
Mao's proletarian revolutionary line from the side of "Left"
in form but Right in essence, that is, from the side of the
ultra "Left"-these are obstinate expressions of the party
spiri t or· factionalism of the bourgeoisie.

The petty bourgeoisie is an ally of the proletariat and
an important force in the revolution, but since it lacks
revolutionary firmness it is easily influenced by bourgeois
factionalism. Therefore, it is imperative to be good at
using Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line to
overcome the vacillation of the petty bourgeoisie. It is
imperative to be good at using Chairman Mao's proletarian
revolutionary line to strengthen the unity between the
proletariat and the broad masses of other working people,
to strengthen unity in the revolutionary ranks, to consolidate
and develop the revolutionary grea t alliance and to follow
.cl08elyChairman Mao's great strategic plan.

The factionalism of the bourgeoisie must be resolutely
exposed. There is great danger for those people who are,
influenced by bourgeois factionalism and who obstinately
refuse to correct this, because they are likely to take the
wrong side and even to be made use of by bad elements.
Greater efforts should be made to educate the petty
bourgeoisie. Chairman Mao teaches us: "We m~st be
good at guiding those people in our ranks with petty-
bourgeois ideas onto the path of the proletarian revolution.
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.and other naval vessels to India, the Soviet revisionists
have also decided to help rebuild Vishakapatnam port at
the Bay of Bengal and Port Blair in the Andaman islands
into naval bases. India, on the other hand, allows Soviet
vessels to anchor and under~o repairs in Indian ports.
This is tantamount to providing naval bases to the Soviet
revisionists.

The counter-revolutionary military collaboration between
the Soviet Union and India is directed at the great people's
Republic of China. The Soviet revisionist clique has been
collaborating with U.S. imperialism and reactionaries in
Southeast Asia to form an anti-China ring. Moreover,
the Soviet revisionist clique, which is pursuing the policy
of neo-colonialist expansion, has always cast a covetous
eye on Southeast Asia. It has been doing all it can to
extend its political influence and economic infiltration
to this region.

What is worth noting is the fact that the agreements
on the cultural, scientific and technical fields signed by
the Soviet revisionists with India this year are aimed at
serving the Soviet neo-colonialist policy. A case in point
is the "scientific cooperation" agreement signed last
February, which envisages "immediate cooperation" of the
two countries in surveying the Indian Ocean. Obviously
this is meant to pave the way for intensified collusion
between the naval forces of the two countries .

The Soviet Union and India have also stepped up their
collusion in the economic field. The Hindustan Times
disclosed that following Kosygin's visit to India, the Soviet
revisionists have sent five economic delegations to India to
SIgn a number of agreements and contracts with the
Indian reactionaries.

Intensified economic ~.infiltration into and plunder of
Ind' .4la in the name of economic "a.id" is an important
way for the Soviet revisionists to push their neo-colonialist
llolicy. After it has restored capitalism at home, the

Soviet Revisionist Renegades
Step up Over-all Collaboration With

Indian Reactionaries

THE SOvIetrevisionist renegade clique has carried out
many sinister activities this year for all-round collaboration
with the Indian reactionaries. By these sinister moves
it has further exposed its ugly neo-colonialist features. '

The Soviet revisionist chieftain Kosygin led a big
delegation to India at the end of January. During his stay
in New Delhi, Kosygin reached agreement in principle
with Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of the reactionary
Indian Government, on' a series of important questions
on all-round collatoration between the two countries and
on working jointly to oppose China. After Kosygin's return
to Moscow,. Soviet delegations of various kinds w,ent
to India one after another. Between late February and
early "March, fifteen Soviet delegations visited India
including naval, oil, railway, civil aviation, culture and
education, science, economic and "expert" on industrial
development delegations.

.One of the nefarious aims of Kosygin's visit to India.
was to plan joint actions in opposing China. It was decided
that "information" about China was to be exchanged for
"over-all use" by the United States, the Soviet Union and
India. This counter-revolutionary act has revealed the
Soviet revisionist clique as arch renegades, despicable
scabs and accomplices of U.S. imperialism.

The Soviet revisionists have paid special attention to
collaboration with India in the naval field. It was
disclo~ed that the two countries have reached an agreement
on thIS matter. Besides agreeing to supply submarines
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Soviet revisionist group is eager to secure markets abroad.
Therefore it has attached special importance to India,
which has a population of 500 million. The Soviet
revisionists have all along traded their high-priced and
low-quality machinery for Indian agricultural produce and

, light industrial products. 'rhis is a replica of exchange-
of unequal values with which the imperialists have
plundered the colonies and semi-colonies. To intensify
their plunder of India, the Soviet revisionists have recently
steadily stepped up their control over the Indian economy
by trying to dovetail the economic plans of the two
countries and setting up in India enterprises which
directly serve their own interests. In plundering India
under the pretext of "aid" the Soviet revisionists have-
fully revealed their neo-colonialist features.

The "Soviet-Indian cooperation" advertised by the-
Soviet revisionists is actually part and parcel of their
reactionary policy of "U.S.-Soviet cooperation against
China," The United States and the Soviet Union have-
all along been working hand in glove with each other
in fostering the Indian reactionaries. In recent years.
the U.S. imperialists have been badly mauled in their
aggressive war in Vietnam, while at home their financial
conditions are getting worSe daily. Therefore they
attempt to stabilize the Indian reactionary rule with
vigorous Soviet "aid" to India.

In collaborating with the U.S. imperialists to prop up
the Indian reactionaries, the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique is reducing India to a joint U.S.-Soviet military
base and semi-colony, thus bringing terrible disaster to
the Indian people. The Indian people have come to see
through Soviet revisionism's nature of sham support but
real· plunder, and of being their false friend but real enemy.
They have realized that the Soviet revisionists are neo-
colonialists donning the cloak of "socialism" and that both
the U.S. and Soviet "aid" are cut of the' same cloth.

The new leading group of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union·· ·are uniting with Imperialism headed by
the United States and the reactionaries of various count?'ies
andforming a new "holy alliance" against communism,
the people, revolution and China. But this counte?'-revo-
lutionary "holy alliance" is doomed to bankruptcy and is
already in the process of disintegration.

-Communique of the Eleventh Plenary Session of
the Eighth Central Committee of the Communist
Party of China (adopted on August 12, H166)

The broad masses of the Indian people are awakening daily
and rising in struggle to overthrow the rule of the Indian
reactionaries, the agents of U.S. imperialism and Soviet
revisionism.

The great teacher Chairman Mao teaches us: "Make
trouble, fail, make trouble again, fail again·· ·till their
doom that is the logic of the imperialists and all reactiona-
ries the world over in dealing with the people's cause, and
they will nev~r go against this logic." No matter how
frantically the U.S. imperialists, the Soviet revisionists
and their flunkeys, the Indian reactionaries, collaborate.
they can never escape the punishment of history and their
inevitable doom.
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-the face ~f the prolonged and frantic attacks by the
ferocious and cunning British imperialists, the Malayan
Communist Party and the Malayan National Liberation
Army led by the Party have fought heroically and tenaci.
()Usly. Far from being annihilated, our Party and our
army are growing from strength to strength, notwithstand.
ing the heavy losses we sustained. The red banner of
armed struggle has ll,lways been fluttering. This is a
;great victory for the Malayan people, a great victory for
Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tse-tung's thought.

Under the sledge-hammer blows of the protracted armed
~truggle, British colonial rule in Malaya that has lasted
more than a century has been shaken to its foundations.
Attempting to save their colonial rule :(rom its inevitable
<loom, the British imperialists have repeatedly changed
their form of rule, and have even gone to the extent of
.conspiring with the U. S. imperialists and the Soviet
-revisionist renegade group in concocting the so-called
~'federation of Malaysia" and "republic of Singapore".

In the past 20 years, the struggle of the Malayan people
has traversed an arduous and tortuous path. The revolu-
tionary people have withstood tests and tempered them-
selves in the courEe of the protracted and fierce struggle.
The Malayan Communist Party has gained a good deal
of important experience and lessons from the advances and
:retreats during this period of struggle. The principal one
is that, we must, whatever the circumstances, persist in
following the road of using, the countryside to encircle the
·cities and seizing power by armed force.

Experience,has proved that "political power grows out
-ofthe barrel of a gun" and "Without a people's army the
~eople have nothing" are great unshakable truths. The
Imperialists and their running dogs, Rahman-Lee Kuan
Yew cliques, have relied on the gun to maintain their
:reactionary regimes and to carry out brutal oppression of

On the 20th An.niversary
of

Anti-British War of Liberation
STATEMENT OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY

OF MALAYA

rHE following statement entitled "Hold High the Great
Ree. Banner of Armed Struggle and Valiantly March
Forward!" was issued on June 1, 1968 by the Central
Committee of the Malayan Communist Pary in com-
memoration of the 20th anniversary of the anti-British
national liberation war. It reads:

On the night of June 20, 1948, the British imperialists
launched a sudden attack on the people of Malaya and
made wholesale arrests throughtout the country, in a vain
:attempt to wipe out at one blow the revolutionary forces
whose core is the Malayan Communist Party. But this
vicious plot of the enemy met with ignominious failure.
When the enemy carried out their countrywide suppressiOn,
the Malayan Communist Party, having made the necessary
ideological and organisational preparations, resolutely led
'the people of various nationalities in taking up arms and
<opposingcounter-revolutionary violence with revoluti.onary
violence, and, consequently, took to the road of using the
country~ide to encircle the cities and seizing power by
armed force. Since then the national democratic revolu.
tion of Malaya has entered a new historical period.

In the past twenty years, the armed struggle of the
Malayan people has gone through a glorious course. In
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Experience has proved that "the united front is a united.
front for carrying on armed struggle." There can be no
genuine anti-imperialist united front if it is isolated from
the armed struggle. Only by holding aloft the red banner
of armed struggle can we consolidate and broaden the.
national democratic united front which is led by the
working class (through the Communist Party), 'having the.

Experience ha, proved that only by mobilising the
masses and relying upon them can we persist in and
develop the armed struggle. It is imperative to make
propaganda among the masse3 and to organize and arm
them. So long as the broad ?lasses of the people, especially
the agricultural labourers, peasants and other working
masses in the rural areas have been fully aroused, it if3
possible for us to build up powerful forces to defeat the
enemy. In arousing the masses, it is necessary to adhere
strictly to the mass line, actively guide the masses in
waging political and economic struggles and, step by step,
raise their political conciousness and lead them forward
in the course of these struggles. ,

the people. All their clamours about "one man one v0te", ,
"parliamentary democracy", "socialism" and so forth are
nothing but insidious deceits. Only by taking up the gun
and carrying out people's war can we overthrow their
sanguinary rule. Socialism is possible only after their
reactionary state apparatus has been thoroughly smashed
and the people's political power has been established.

Experience has proved that armed struggle must be the
main form of struggle and the army the main form of
organisation, while other forms of mass organisation and
mass struggle must be directly or indirectly co-ordinated
with the armed struggle. It follows, therefore, that the,
centre of gravity of revolutionary work must be in the.
rural areas, and that it is imperative to consolidate and
expand the rural base areas.
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worker-peasant alliance as its basis and uniting with the
petty-bourgeoisie, the national bourgeoisie and all anti-
imperialist pa.triots. The Communist ~arty must maintain
its ideological, political and organisational independence
and its leading role in the united front.

Experience has pr6ved that, only by firmly adhering to
the policy of national unity based on national equality,
and by resolutely opposing - the national spIittist and
racialist policy practised by the colonialists and domestic
reactionaries, can we succeed in extensively arousing the
masses of workers and peasants of nationalities and, thus,
in consolidating and developing the broad revolutionary
unity among the people of all nationalities.

Experience has proved that the Malayan Communist
Party is the sole, genuine vanguard of the working class
as well as the staunch defender of the interests of the
-peopleof all nationalities. The Malayan Communist Party
-isa long-tested revolutionary party which is armed with
Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tse-tung's thought. None but
the Malayan Communist Party has the courage to lead
the Malayan people in waging the protracted armed struggle
under extremely difficult conditions and by relying on our
own efforts. Only under the Party's leadership can the
Malayan revolution be victorious.

In the final analysis, the practice of armed struggle
-during the past 20 years has confirmed that Mao Tse-tung's
thought, Marxism-Leninism of the present era, is the
guide to the Malayan revolution, and that the integration
-ofthe universal truth of Mao Tse-tung's thought with the
'<loncretepractice of the Malayan rcvolution is the only
guarantee for achieving victory in the armed struggle of
the Malayan people.

The present international situation is excellent. Socialist
China has become the centre and base of the world revo-
lution. China's great proletarian cultural revolution,
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unrecedented in history, has entered the stage of winning-
all-round victory, and the dictatorship of the proletariat.
has become more consolidated. The extensive dissemination
of the invincible thought of Mao Tse-tung has spurred
the development in depth of the world revolution, thereby
tolling the deathknell of imperialism, modern revisionism
and reaction. The important achievements scored by the-
Albanian people in their revolutionization movement; the-
great victories won by the Vietnamese people in their
war against U.S. imperialism and for national salvation;:
the vigorous development of the armed struggles waged
by the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America; the-
new storm in the Afro-American struggle against violent.
repression in the United States; the new upsurge in the-
revolutionary struggles of the proletariat and progressive
forces in Western Europe and North America, particularly
the great storm caused by the workers, students an~ .the-
broad masses in France; the increasingly grave polItIcal
and economic crises experienced by the imperialist system
and the disintegration of the revislOnis t bloc: all these
ha.vedemonstrated that imperialism,modernrevisionism and
reaction are approaching clo~er a.nd closer to their doom.

The situation in our country is also excellent. British
imperialism is on its last legs. Availing themselves of this
opportunity, U.S. imperialism and its satellites have intensi-
fied their infiltration into the country and· are actively sche-
ming to rig up a new military alliance. Having ganged up
with imperialism, the Soviet revisiGlnistrenegade group are
engaged in undermining our people's revolutionBirystruggle.
At the behest of their imperialist masters, the Rahman-Lee
Kuan Yew puppet cliques, who re~resent the comprador
bourgeoisie and the landlord class, have frantically embarked
on arms expansion and war preparations and redoubled
their efforts in pushing on with their anti-communist,
anti-people and anti-China policy. They are carrying out.
more brutal poli tical persecution and more ru thless econo-
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mic exploitation of the people. Currency devaluation has
taFen place. The price of rubber has dropped sharply and
prices of daily necessities have been soaring. Exorbitant
taxes and multifarious levies have become more numerous
and heavier. The toiling masses have become poorer while
unemployment has continued to increase and schooling
opportunities have become less. The contradiction
between the broad masses on the one hand and the imperia-
lists, the Soviet revisionist renegades and the Rahman-Lee
Knan Yew puppet cliques on the other has become sharper
with each passing day. Inspired by the victorious per-
severance of our Party and our army in the armed
struggle, there is a rising tide of struggle of workers, pea-
sants, fishermen, students and people of other social strata.
against persecution and for genuine independence' and
better living conditions. All this has shown that the
outbreak of a new revolutionary storm is inevitable.

The present task of the Malayan people of all nationali-
ties is: to unite, give full play to the revolutionary spirit
of daring to fight and daring to win victory, intensify our
struggle in various fields, especially the armed struggle~
launch a sustaind and vigorous offensive against the enemy
and fight to the end in order to overthrow the Anglo-Ameri_
can imperialists and their lackeys the Rahman-Lee Kuan
Yew cliques, and realise a truly independent, unified and
democratIc Malaya.

The world has now entered a new epoch in which the-
great thought of Mao Tse-tung is the banner. Under the
brilliant illumination of Mao Tse-tung's thought, people-
all over the world are unleashing a general offensive against
the old world. Led by the Malayan Communist Party the
heroic people and commanders and fighters of the National
LIberation Army of Malaya continue to march valiantly
forward, holding high the great red banner of armed



Without a people's army the people have nothing.
-Mao Tse.tung

struggle, Despite difficulties and obstacles on the way
ahead, we are fully convinced that, under .the guidance of
the great thought of Mao Tse-tung, we are bound to achieve
final victory.

Down with imperialism headed by the United States!
Down with modern revisionism with the Soviet revision-

ist renegade group as its centre!

Down with the Rahman-Lee K uan Yew puppet cliques !

The Malayan people's armed struggle is bound to be
victorious!

Long live the broad 1'evolutionary unity of the Malayan
people of all nationalities !

Long live the heroic Malayan National Liberation
A1'my!

Long live the glorious Malayan Communist Party!

Long live the invincible Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tse-tung's thought!

Long live the great teacher and great leader of the world
people, Chairman Mao, a long, long life to him!
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IS INDIA
Really Independent?

-So Guna

THE neo_revisionist gentry, of late, has diecovered that
there exist serious differences between the glorious
Communist Party of China and themselves on various
issues connected with the Indian revolution. They hold
that the first stage of Indian revolution, according to them
anti-imperialist in character, is already over. Now the
Indian revolution has stepped into the second phase of it.
'The picture given by their party programme, adopted
in the Seventh Congress held in 1964, ~ever gives in clear
terms the characteristics of the Indian society. Even
when it talks of it, it does make only a vague reference to.
-their expectations unrealized by the Indian bourgeoisie.
They are irked at the CPC's characterisation that India is
semi-colonial and semi-feudal. Of course, they' ma,y accept
the latter part of it but not the former one. They express
their gratitude to the Indian bourgeoisie for having taken
India along the path of independent development despite all
the manoeuvres of Bri tish imperialism in the years that
followed the formal "independence" of 1947. They
bluster: "The British imperialists hoped that, despite the ./
transfer of power, they will be able, by their entrenched
positions in our economy to make our independence formal.
But the course of historical development since then has
been disappointing to the imperialists and their hopes were
belied." (P1'ogmmme). They babble -that the so-called ~
"independence" made it possible for the ruling bourgeoisie
to "develop the country's economy on the lines of capitalism,
to further strengthen its class position in society,"
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pe~ty bourgeoisie, whose entire way of life holds them
captive to bourgeois and democratic prejudices" (Lenin:
Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism). They are
representing their masters in a favourable light, side-

. tracking the revolutionary urge of the revolutionary
masses, and trying to perpetuate the rule of the exploiting
classes. Their objective role as the props of the Indian
ruling classes, imperialism and modern revisionism has
cost the oppressed masse3 of India heavily. They exclaim
that the glorious Communist Party of China "maintains /
that the Indian big bourgeoisie is a parasitic class fostered
by imperialism, that it represents the comprador-
bureaucratic capital in India, and that the Congress Govern-
ment acts as the chief instrument and the main mouthpiece
of this comprador, bureaucratic monopoly {;apitalist class."
(DivM'gent Views Between Our Pa'rty and the CPC on
Certain Fundamental Issues of Progmmme and Policy.)

These "Marxists" assert without the least trace of
shame that they "do not find any valid reason for the
present Indian Government, which has a more wider social
base when compared to most of its counterparts in several
countries and which does not face the imminent threat of
class revolution at home, opting to play the role of a
'puppet', 'stooge' and 'lackey' of imperialism." The
so called "wider social base" of the Indian ruling classes
could have been put to test if they he'ld aloft the banner of
revolution and if the party did not follow the path of
bourgeois parliamentarism. Our understanding is that the
In,dian reac~ionary ruling classes now holding power and
cnppled in an economic crisis are not as strong as claimed
by,the neo-revisionists. Their "democracy" is not different
~rom the farce of any other puppet, stooge or lackey of
Imperialism. Yet the neo-revisionists babble that "the
assessment. of the CPC leads one to conclude that the
new Indian state is not a bourgeois-landlord state led by the
big bourgeoisie, which pursues the capitalist path of

Another shameful, but a maJor evasIOn in their
programme is their refusal to discuss the fundamental
contradictions within the Indian society.

We, the genuine Marxist-Leninists, appraise that there
are three fundamental internal contradictions. They are:

1. between feudalism and the various sections of the
peasantry in the countryside,

2. between comprador-bureaucrat bourgeoisie and the.
proletariat in the cities and towns, ,

3. between imperialism and the people of India as a
whole.

Of these, the contradiction between feudalism and the,
peasantry stands as the principal contradiction at present.
This warrants an agrarian revolution in the vast country-
side. Therefore, we maintain that the agrarian revolution
is the main axis of the Indian revolution.

Their usual empty "Marxist" phrases can never save
them for ever. They keep juggling all through that the
Indian bourgeoisie is striving hard for industrialisation
despite all its vacillations and compromises with imperia-
lism. At times, they go to the extent of portraying the
contradiction between the Indian ruling classes and
imperialism to be an antagonistic one.

. As regards the structure of the Indian state, they say
that it is "the organ of the class-rule of the bourgeoisie and
landlords, led by the big bourgeoisie, who are increasingly
coll~bo~atirlg with foreign finance capital in pU1'suit of th
caJYdahst path of development." These -renegades are bent
upon establishing that the Indian bourgeoisie is independen
in character despite their compromises with imperialists
They deny quite firmly that the Indian bourgeoisie is.
comprador in character. The neo-revisionists ha.ve bee
playing on the same stFing for quite a long time. "This
ideological trend i~, on the one hand, a product of the di
integration and decay of the Second International and, 0

the other hand, the inevitable fruit of the ideology of th
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development in cqllaboration with foreign monopoly capital,
but a puppet gevernment, led by the bureaucratic capitali~m,
run by them, principally, in the interest3 of imperialism
while reconciling themselves to live as parasites, depending
on the crumbs thrown by their foreign masters" (Ibid).

The shameless "Marxists" cannot even make a correct
J analysis of the Indian society. They maintain that "it is

the industrial big bourgeoisie which, today, has emerged
as a powerful force holding position in the new state and
government, and not the comprador element." So in the
final analysis, their "anti-imperialist" struggle is just a
sham one: it is not directed against the economic and
political tentacles of imperialIsm which hold the Indian
ruling classes in a thousand and one ways but it is an actual
collusion with the comprador, bureaucrat bourgeoisie and
their U.S. and Soviet mastel's. The anti-feudal task which
they brag of is nothing but just the distribution of land to
the landless (of course, by peaceful means): They never
talk of agrarian revolution by which the political power
will be seized by the armed peasantry. 'l'his can be done
only when the peasants stand in battle array under the
leadership of the proletariat. The devotees of parliament-
arism and "peaceful transition" think of evading the
question just by cursing the bourgeoisie for not having
completed the bourgeois democratic revolution. The
revolutions in other colonies and semi-colonies have cl~arly
reasserted the opinion expressed in the 1928 Colonial ~\hesis
of the Comihtern. The task of the bourgeois demo~ratic
revolution in these countries will never be undertaken by
the national bourgeoisie. It is the proletariat that alone
can lead this revolution to victory.

Let us deal with Some of the important problems arising
out of our histqric struggle against modern r(!visionism of
both the brands, old and new.

53IS INDIA REALLY INDEPENDENT r
Semi-colonjal and Semi-feudal
Structure of Indian Society

At the end of the Second World War the imperialists
d . ed down due to the waves of attack launched bystoo pIlln .

h rId Proletariat The onward march of the great ChI-t e wo. "
Revolution and the emergence of people s democraClesnese . "
d an alarm in the hearts of the Impenahst war-mongerscause d

and colonial looters. In India, the heroic struggles wage
b the workers, peasants, students and men of th~ army,
n~vy and air-force shook British imperialism to Its very
foundations. The revolutionary struggle of the peasants of
T langana in the erstwhile princely state of Hyderabad

e t d' 1C'146 The revolutionary people's war failedstar e In v .
to get the blessings either of the Right-wing op~or-
tunist leadership of P.C. Joshi or of the B.T. ,Ranadlv~-
Sundarayya Titoite-Trotskyite clique. DespIte, theIr
betrayal, it was spreading like a wild fire. MeanwhIle, the
national liberation movement in India, as a whole, show~d
the tendency to grow militant. The reactionary, leadershIp
of the Indian National Congress, led by the notonous lac~ey
of British imperialism, M.K. Gandhi, was equally worned
as the Britishers, because they were in the wake of a
development which questioned the bogey of non-viole~ce
and exposed the treacherous vacillations o~ t~e IndIan
national bourgeoisie. As E.M. Zhukov saId III 1949:
"Alarmed at the national liberation struggle of the peoples,
which is risi~g at the present time to a particularly high
level and which is being waged under the hegemony of the
workibg class, confronted with the growing rev.o~uti.onary
activity of the broad masses, the big bourgeOISIe III the
colonies and semi-colonies has finally gone over into the
camp of imperialist reaction and betrayed the interests of
its country and people." (E.M. Zhukov, P1'oblems of
National and Colonial Struggle aftM' the Second World
JiVar).

Zhukov continued: "As a result of the 'new policy' of
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imperialism in the colonies and semi-colonial countries,
the national big bourgeoisie is often being allowed by them
to come to power along with the landlords and other feudal
elements. It utilises this power for the most violent and
ruthless suppres13ionof the maS3 liberation movement of the
workers, peasants, the progressive intelligentsia., The
position of India shows that the national big bourgeoisie
do not yield either to feudal or imperialist colonisers in
their ruthless and reactionary nature. This contributes
to the fact that the new bourgeois-democratic reformist
forms and methods of administration which were designed
to mask the retention of impe?'ialist domination in the
colonies are being rapidly exposed and rendered less
effective." (Ibid)

The national bourgeoisie, which had sown narrow
bourgeois nationalism among the masses, were in a position
to win over the vacillating reformist elements in the working
class movement in India. B~ing assisted by these reformist
forces the bourgeois was able to retain his leadership cf the
anti-imperialist united front. In the final analysis, bourgeois
nationalism served as a great help rendered by the Indian
bourgeoisie to their Anglo-U.S .. imperialist masters. We,
Marxists, do differentiate the narrow aggressive nationalism
from the revolutionary patriotism of the masses. We
discard the former for it virtually attempts to split the
international proletariat ana. all the other oppressed masses
of the world from uniting for the common cause of fighting
against and defeating imperialism and all the native
reactionaries allied with them. Bourgeois nationalism is a
weapon in the hands of the ruling classes to split the
working masses in the name of nation, language, race,
culture and other things. Bourgeois nationalism blurs
the vigilance of the revolutionary masses and confuses them
so that they may be led astray by the ruling classes.
Ultimately, bourgeois nationalism benefits the colonialists
and imperialists alone. It leads to the virtual capitulation

.of the toiling masses and results in glvlDg up the struggle

.against the imperialists, capitalists and feudal vulture,s.
As E.M. Zhukov put it, "Bourgeois nationalism is the

most important ideological weapon utilized by the Anglo-
American aggressive bloc for the purpose of strengthening
the unstable colonial system." He added: "That i3 ~hy a
ruthless exposure of the reactionary bourgeois nationalistic
ideology in all its diverse forms-be it Kemalism or
Gandhism, Zionism or Pan-Arabism-accelerates the
process of national and social emancipation of the colonial
.and dependent countries and razes to the ground the
provocative designs of the imperialists and their agents."
{Ibid). Our very experience confirms this far-sighted
exposition. Therefore, unless we oppose and defeat all
such filthy attempts of the imperialists and their lackeys,
the question of fulfilling our tasks warranted by history
is not possible at all. The 1928 Comintern Thesis on
colonies and semi-colonies stressed the same. The bourgeois
1earns his nationalism in the markets and its degree varies
with every political change that is brought forth.

Ever since its birth the Indian bourgeoise, even after
its transition from the trading capitalists into industrial
-capitali,ts, has remained dependent in character. They
remain tied uP, to the apron-strings of the Anglo-U.S.
imperialists even after attaining a sham independence and
their three so-called five-year plans. The changes which
were brought about in the Indian economy have not effected
.a fundamental change in the Indian life. The monopolistic
trends in the industrial and financial institutions too have
not changed this. For, the development of India, on the
whole, ?'emains one-sided,. that too, conditioned by foreign
.capital.

That is why C.M. Maslennikov observed: "The imperia_
lists attempted to extend their social base in the colonial
countries and increasingly drew over to their side the
national big bourgeoisie which served them as a weapon
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Smash this counter-revolutionary bloc !

:Vhen the reality stands so, where is the question of
IndIa attaining 'true independence T Due to the immaturity
of the proletariat in India and because of a prolonged stateof 'll t·

vaCl a IOnon t.qe part of its vanguard, the Communist.
Part f I d' th I -.. '.

YOn la, e eadershIp of the natIOnal lIberation
:rnoveme.n~fell into the hands of the treacherous Indian big
bo~rgeOlsIe. The Indian big bourgeoisie through its leader_
shIp of the Indian National Congress made use of the mass.

Maslennikov said in his report :

"In exactly the same manner as the Chinese, the Indian
monopolist amalgamations made tremendous profits during
the War period and this substantially increased their
economic strength. The Directors of Birla, Tata, Dalmia.
an~ ot~~r companies had no objection to the passing of
antI-BntIsh resolutions by the Congress. But they in
essence were and continue to remain agents and allies of
British capital in India. The rule of foreign imperialists
in India is advantageous to the Indian big bourgeoisie.
It is interested in the assistance of British imperialism for
a struggle against the people's movement. It betrayed the
national liberation movement for the sake of its class
interests. The Indian big bourgeoisie has assisted the
British imperialists to establish in India afte~ the War-
a regime which under the outer form of 'independence' has-
pre~e.rved intact the colonial exploitation of the population by,
Bnt~sh monopoly capital." (Ibid).

The situation has not changed at all even today. The-
monopolist groups which still control India have not at all
become independent in nature disowning all their compra_
dor characteristics. The capitalist development in Old
China and in the present India may vary in degree. But
they are the same in essence. Just citing the degree of
variation the neo-revisionist gang cannot alter the fact.
that the Indian bourgeoisie is comprador in nature.
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for pumping out the wealth d the colonial countries, and
for the stiil greater enslavement of the colonial peoples.
With the assistance of the imperialists the ruling groups
of the local bourgeoisie became centres of the anti-demo_
cratic struggle in the colonies and semi-colonies. In certain
countries, as for example India and China, these groups of
the national bourgeoisie have become converted through
imperialist support into big monopolist comprador amalga--
mations." (On Leading Role of WM'king Glq,ss in the
National Liberation Movement of the Colonial Peoples,.
1949).

The neo-revisionists, through their Madurai resolution
on the CPC, maintain that India is not semi-colonial and
semi-feudal as the CPC asserts, but is an independent under-
developed country. They conveniently forget about the
swelling foreign capital and the economic and politicar
manoeuvres of the Anglo-U.S. imperialists through their-
"aid" "assistance" and "support". Above all, they refuse-, , .
to understand the essence of the collaboration agreements_
of the Indian bourgeoisie with the imperialist camp. They
help the ruling classes by covering up the repatriation of
profits out of these collaborations with the metropolis.
Thus, their role is, virtually, to beautify the comprador
bourgeoisie and their imperialis~ masters.

Of course, the "Four Families" in Old China Were a.
clear example of monopolist associations in the old Chinese
society. They were not just mercantile bourgeoisie as the-
ne~-revisionists contend. The eco'nomic and political
power in Kuomintang China was 'monopolised by them.
They had grown fat with a tremendous concentration of
capital and natural riches of the country in their hands only
with the help of the -U. S. imperialistQ• "They employed
not only capitalist but pre-capitalist methods of exploitation
and emerged as the most typical representatives of big
financial capital which merged both with the state appara-
tus and foreign capital." (Maslennikov, Ibid).
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movements just for their own narrow ends so as to bargain
and win a few concessions for its own class from British
imperialism. The Indian big bourgeoisie has always been
anxious not to allow the struggle of the toiling masses
under its banner to assume an active and extensive form as
that would spell their own doom, too. For, "real freedom
implies freedom not only from the oppression of the
'Colonisers but also from the oppression of one's 'own'
national bourgeoisie." On such occasions of growing
militant struggle of the proletariat, and the toiling masses
of India, being frightened by them the bourgeoisie colluded
with. the imperialists, overtly and covertly, to put down the
Tevolutionary movements. Thus, we actually see the
existence of some kind of bloc comprised of the imperialists
and the big bourgeoisie. This is universally applicable,
Lenin had emphasised that "a certain rapprochement has
been brought about between the bourgeoisie of the exploited
countries and those of the colonial countries so that very
often, even in the majority of cases, perhaps where the
bourgeoisie of the oppressed countries does support the
national movement, it simultaneously works in harmony
with the imperialist bourgeoisie, i,e., it joins the latter in
fighting against all revolutionary movements and revolu-
tionary classes." (Lenin, The Rep01't of the Commission on
the National and Colonial Questions at the Second Congress
.of the Communist International, July 26, 1920),

The Indian bourgeoisie is an ideal example of such a
type, The path of treachery, national betrayal and
'Compromisewith imperialism was pursued by the Indian
bourgeoisie ever since the first stage of the nationa.l
liberation movement which was directed mainly against
foreign oppression, A clear instance is the 1918-22
mass movements, Having this class of big industrial
bourgeoisie of India in mind, Stalin pointed out:

"Dreading revolution more than imperialism, concerned
more about its money bags than about the interests of its

own country, this section of the bourg '.
and the more influential se t' , eOlSle, the wealthiest
t h c lOn, IS completel .
o t e camp of the irreconc'l bl ' Y gomg over

h
' 1a e enemH~Sof th '

avmg entered into a bloc with i " e revolutIOn,
workers and peasants of 't mpenahsm against the

1 s own count " (A
Vnive1'sity cf the Toil if ry ddress to theers 0 the East 1925)

One of the main reasons for th' . .
the proletariat and the t 'I' e faIlure on the part of
, b'l' 01mg masses of I d'ma 1Ity to realise thi t h n la was their. s reac ery, As a l' I
of tne working class th C . esu t, the vanguard
b' ' e ommulllst P t f
. ecame Just a radical append f ar y 0 India,
S

. age 0 the I d' b
o Imperialism was not at all n ,Ian ourgeoisie.

until 1947 and cont' t defeated, but It ruled directly
th' mues 0 do so indirectl b 'e IndIan bourgeoisie b ' y, now, y holdmgy many stnngs Th . ,
masses can never ach' '. ,e tOllmg, leve genume mde d .WIthout smashing th pen ence and freedom

e counter-revolut' bl
the 'Outcome of the w dl k b lOnary oc, which ise oc etween th' "
the Indian big bourg "S e Impenahsts andeOlS18 t I' ~ ."Th ' . a m<pomted out·

e VIctory of the revol t' .
th' bl u IOncannot be h'IS OCis smashed B t ' ac 18vedunless. u m order to br k '
must be concentrated 0 th ea thIS bloc fire, . n e comp '. ,
geolsle; its treacher b romlsmg natIOnal bour-
must be emancipated~r=~~ ,e;xposed, the toiling masses
necessary for the heg s m uence and the conditions
systematically preparedemIony tOhfthe proletariat must be
of' . noel' word 't'
in trefbarmg, the proletariat of India forSth1 ISa question

e 1 eratlOn movement d ' , e role of leader
the, ?ourgeoisie and its spoak~s~fdlslodgmg,. step by step,
PfsltlOn, The task is to create a en IrO,mthIS honourable
a ~st, bloc and to ensure the revo utlOnary anti-imperi_
wlthm the bloc" (M " hegemony of the proleta ' t
Q

. . a1x~sm and th 7\T ' nauestwn), e l.vatwnal and Colonial
The Indian big bourg "

of a "steward" of Anglo~~S~t c,amef?r:vard to play the role
th~ reactionary and count~r' Imper~ahsm by rallying all
ASIa" It virtually turned Inai:ev,olutlOnary ~cabs of East
~nd IS actively marketing th mto a bastIOn of reaction

emocracy so as to boost th e so-called parliamentary
'Comm~nist monsters of the ~ morale of all the anti_
'ChampIOn of peace in As' ahs,tl,It pretends to be the

la, w 1e at the same time it
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connives with the imperialists to carryon their aggression
on the Asian continent. Its economic policy forms the
basis of its external policy. Its political standpoint is
essentially anti-communist, though it has allowed the
Communist Party with a revisionist leadership to function
legally. The appearance of its internal "democracy" could
have been put to test if the Communist Party had taken to a
revolutionary path. Stalin had clearly pointed out that
fascism is .always supplemented by social democracy. The
bourgeois always finds his rule comparably safe and stable
through an alliance with the social-reformists and the
renegades from socialism. Without the revisionist leaders
of India the ruling classes could not have had such a
lengthy phase of "peaceful development." This period of
economic development ever since the betrayal of Telangana
by the,revisionists has not solved in any way the contradic-
tion between the peasantry and feudalism in the countryside
or the contradiction between the working class and the,
comprador bourgeoisie in the cities. The economic situation
has remained as usual in doldrums. The entire semi-
colonial and semi-feudal structure remains intact.

What was the status of India after the formal withdrawal
of the British and the partition of India into India and
Pakistan r No basic change worth mentioning took place
after the so-called "independence" of 1947.

Since then, the diminishing pomp and glory of British
imperialism in the world has affected little the economic
interests of the British in India. But the V.S. usury capital,
aided by the Soviet revisionists, has dragged India closer
inte) its neo-colonial orbit. We shall deal with this in details.
A thorough appraisal alone can enable us to get rid of all
the illusions about the nature of the Indian society and
the ruling classes. India's image of being a direct colony of
the Briti h until 1947, it:; evolution into a British Dominion
within the Commonwealth following the fictitious indepen-
dence of 1947, and its present status of being a neo-colonial
satellite of V, S.-Soviet alliance, have not at aU changed
India's position in the world. Basically, it remains semi-
colonial and semi-feudal within the orbit of the V.S.-Soviet
bloc. (To be continued)

Soviet "Aid" To India--
What Does It Really Mean?

-LShankar Sen

NOT only the Dangeite renegades but ' ,
also are loudly pra" S. the neo-reviSIOnists

ISIng OVIet'aid' tId'
to them, the 'aid' that th S. , . 0 n Ia. According, e oVIet revIsIOn' t '
IS socialist in nature and' IS s gIve to India
, so ISnot merel d' ff
1Sthe very opposite of V.S. 'aid' . y ~ e~ent from but
nature. They also spread th 'f ;hI~h IS Imperialist in
transition" to social' ease Idea that a "peaceful

, Ism may after all b' .
WhIle they have b f e possIble In India. ' een orced now t .
buIlding of 'neo-capitalis ' . 0 talk about the

t. m In the Soviet V .
con Inue to preach th fl' Ulon, they
is still socialist in n' tea se notIOn that the Soviet State
t II a ure and so its ' .d' ' f
a y different from V S ' 'd' , al IS undamen_.. al

First, let us take up th "" f e questIOn of thPeace ul competition" h' h e so-called
A . . W IC covers th

sIa" Africa and Lat' A' e countries of. In menca sp . IIIndependent ones Th . .' eCIa y the newly
. ese SemI-Independ t

under the heels of f' . en countries were
this century and re or~Ign capItal at the beginning of

maIn so even toda Af
World War, foreign capital b y. ter the Second
countries even more' I egan to penetrate into these
l' VIgorous y. Around 1960 .
ISts recognised a nu b f . ' the Imperia-. m er 0 countnes fA'as Independent Th S ' 0 SIll.and Africa. e OVIet ".that t' reVlSIOllIst ruling l'Ime came out with a th . c Ique at

wh' h eSlS that th 'IC were not Simperialist " e Countnes
a "zone of peace" h or soclahst, together constituted

, were the So 't V 'compete with th' " VIe Ulon would, e Impenahsts in " ,.,
-CountrIes were assured th t th gIVIng ald. Those
by the 'socialist' ct' a e worth of the 'aid' given

oun nes was m huc greater than the
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, . , th more they depended on such
imperialist aId and e ld th advance towards

'd' th more wou ey'socialist al e ." 'hed the theory
" Th Soviet reV1SIOnIsts preac ,

SOCIalIsm. e , r ld be achieved by expandmgthat transition to SOCIalsm cou
the state sector industries.

, , currency that there wasThe theory was bemg glven t t There
' \ the class-character of a s a e. ,

no such thmg as th' g that was reqmred1 th People and the one m d
were on yet d nce in agriculture ant ' pid and grea a va
was to at am ra , L ' , t knows that so longB t r Marxlst- enIlllS
industry. u eve y , h' h class or clas~es
as the state exists we mus~f J~eg:a;t~~st class wields the
wield the state power. 'ly serve to develop

11 ' 'd' must necessan
state power, a ,al f the capitalist class and of
and further th,e mterests, 0

1
, must first make a

T h SOCIaIsm we
no other. 0 reac t bl'sh a state under the' th t i-we must es aI, ,
revolutIOn, a, , T believe that SOCIalIsmh' f the proletanat. 0
leaders lp 0 S 't' 'd' >limply means to' th gh OVle al ,
can be attamed rou 'of power. To talk

t gle for the seIzure ,give up the s rug h S 't 'aid' is nothmg but'r throug OVle ,
of building SOCIalsm t oSl'ng the so-called' By coun erp
Right .opportunIsm. " r t 'aid' the neo-

' ' t ' 'd' to the lmpena IS ,
'"ociahst' Sovle all' actly this dirty tnck;. , h' ftains are p aymg ex
reViSIOnIstc Ie h out the entire theoryb t ' g to trowthey are there y rym

of class struggle. , "d' 'n any way
ask' how is SovIet all",

But one may " , "d' While the Soviet 'aId IS
f . penalIst al r , " d'different. rom 1m the U,S, imperialists ~(lve al

poured into the state sector, 't sectot The Soviet
h t t and the pn va e . ,

for both t e s a e , d 1 tly claims that socialIsm,.' r clIque frau u en
reVISIOnIst ru mg b' ncreasing the state-tt' d gradually y 1
can be a ame " f India or of any't 1 But m the case 0
controlled capl a . , be J'udged only from

h questIOns can h
other country sue 1 h racter of the state, T e't f the c ass cat
the standpom 0 "th above class interes s.11 d pital IS nel er dstate-contro e ca k and his like who refuse

t 'de them It was Rauts ynor ou Sl .
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Iron and steel industry and things related to it,
Machine building industry (heavy),
Manufacture of electricity generators,
Thermal power and hydro-electric power production,
Iron and other minerals,

Manufacture of pneumatic instruments, water
pUmps etc.

7. Others.

Let us first, understand the role of the Bhilai Iron and

to admit this. The Indian follOwers of Kautskyism also
refuse to admit this and praised Jawaharlal Nehru to
the skies.

Here a question arises, namely, how can the
enormous amount of foreign capital which has penetrated
into India and other countries be done away with r
The revisionists pretend as if no such question exists.
Their Party programme presents socialism as something
which has nothing to do wnh the abolition of classes
through class struggle, The only thing that has to be
done, according to them, is to go over from the principle
of 'from each according to his ability, to each according
to his work' to the / principle 'from each according to
his ability, to each according to his need,' But such
going over. can be possible only after power is seized
by the· working class, and not before. This is elementary
Marxism. By concealing this truth, the revisionists in
reality try to dispose of wholesale the theory and practice
of seizing power through class struggle. It is class
collaboration pure and simple, which they want.

SOVIET 'AID' TO INDIA

Now let us turn to the question of Soviet economic
'aid' to India. Soviet 'aid' to India began with the Bhilai
steel project in 1955, The list of the agreements with
the Soviet Union up to 1964 can be divided into sev.eral
parts:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Soviet Economic 'Aid'
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SOVIET AID TO INDIA

Steel should take a major part i h' '.
thus strengthen USb n.t IS cnmInal deal, and

. . war ases In S th
encourage and endorse th '. ou Korea and'
reactionary Indian e antI-ChInese cold war of the

government who h .
serve its U.S, masters' d ' IC IS always eager to

In or er to earn f d IInot at all surprising. a ew 0 ars, is also
We also find that the S 't

,agreement to buy h OVle government has signed an
one undred th d

steel tracks which Bh'l' _ ousan tons of railway
1 al prOduces Th h '.unable to tell wh th . e aut or IS quite

e er these are b ht b'government for use' th' oug y the Soviet
In 81r OWn tthem to other co t. ,coun ry or for re-exporting

. un nes (In Africa ?) ,
foreIgn exchange. . In order to earn

. The above two instances clearl sh
lmperialists but the So 't "y, ow how not only the

VIe reVISlOll1st l' ,wears the mask of s . l' ru Ing clIque, whichOClaIsm also 1 't
power available in Ind' ' exp 01 s the cheap labourIa.

The neo-revisionists are the a ents . '.
use the signboard of ,g of .Impenallsm and

commull1sm merel t d ''They never tire of ' , y 0 ecelve peopleSIngIng the . '
nature of the Rh'l '. praIse of the 'socialist'

1 al project (s P
paras 17 and 20 ) B d' ,ee rogramme of CPM

" y OIng thIS the h ' '
undeniable fll,ct that th ' '. Y ope to hIde the. ere IS no dIff bImperialists and the S 't ". erence etween the

OVle reVISlOll1stsand th t h .
and U.S. policies and interests h _ ate SOVIet
are inseparable as re ards th ave mer.ged together and
the Rhilai Steel Projec~. e economICS and politic3 of

What is the reason for th' " ..
the India-made steel find I,StPIltflablecondItIOn in which
th \ s 1 ,se to-day? Th .at the so-called d I . e reason IS
are unable to consu~veefoPllmethntan~ ~onstructive activities
. u y e quantIty f t 1In the country Th S . t ..' 0 8 ee produced, e OVle rev . t
cOncerned with thO d' ISlOll1SS are, however, little

IS an have dthemselves a h manage to secure for
uge contract to b 'ld

steel factory at B k W UI another very largeo aro. hen at
tnarket for so much steel in th' present there is no

IS country, why should 'th--5 e
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steel factory. It is in the public sector of the India Govern-
me~t and is one of the four such factories under the Hindus-
than Steel Limited-the other three being the Rourkella
faptory, the Durgapur factory and the Bhadravati factory in
Mysore. There are other iron and steel factories in the private
sector owned by the Tatas and Martin-Burn. The units in
the state sector do not encounter any competition from any
quarter in respect of.the quantity, expenditure or selling
price of the iron produced. The state sector is directed by'a
committee of bureaucrats. The Hindusthan Steel Ltd.
(HSL) is lJ,utonomous in all respects in spite of the fact
that it is under the Iron & Steel Ministry of 'the India
Government. It pays taxes to the Government as all
other limited companies do and its ownership is attributed
to the President of India. It is therefore clearly seen that
the capital of the factories comprising the HSL ha~ been
jointly pro-vided by the Indian state and from foreign sources
under guarantee of the Illdia government by the Soviet state
and the German and British capitalists dealing in steel.
The HSL carries on its national and international business
on the basis of profit-makIng, and is not restricted in this
in any way. The budget of the HSL is beyond the scope
of Parliament. It is a well-known fact that the HSL makes
profit by selling iron and steel products I to South Vietnam.
Recently, the India Government sent 500 railway wagons
to South Korea for carrying oil and coal and strengthening
the U.S. base of aggression there. These wagons were
built by the British-owned Braithwaite and Burn from
the steel sheets supplied by the sheet-mill of the Soviet-
sponsored Bhilai Steel unit of the HSL. This is quite
understandable, because the HSL is out to make profit by
any means and the policy of the Soviet revisionists and
their 'aid' is to strengthen imperialism in every way. So,
it is not at all surprising that the HSL should rush
supplies to South Korea in order to strengthen the U.S. im-
perialists' anti ..Chinese and anti-North Korea aggressive
plan for destroying the Eociald states. That the Bhilai



Soviet overlords try to build this new steel factory r
Their sole purpose is to utilize this channel to dump-
Soviet-made goods in this country and to have a share in
the loot of the state funds of India. This is exactly what
the Indian bourgeoisie and other foreign imperialists are
doing. In this respect therefore, there is no difference
between the Soviet revisionists and the Indian and foreign
imperialist exploiters. We must be able to judge these
things with appropriate seriousness.

Soviet propaganda organs claim that the rate of intere8t
on the Soviet 'aid' is much lower than the rate of interest
on other foreign aids. But this deceptive claim is proved
worthless by the political and economic policy pursued by
the HSL. Thei truth is, the Soviet revisionists extract.
much more than the so-called concessions and benefits
they allegedly give to India. More of it later.

It has now become quite clear that the revisionist.
leading clique of the C1'I concealed from the people the
tremendous new penetration of foreign imperialist capital
spearheaded by the Bhilai project in 1955. Even as late
as 1964, when it was quite evident that the HSL was tied
to the apron ,strings' of foreign exploiters and not at all
difficult to guess and realise the poisonous effects of Soviet
'aid' from the policies and actions of the Soviet revisionists,
their "peaceful co-existence" wi~h imperialism, the
renegades who had usurped the CPI leadership did not
do anything to expose all this. Were they ignorant fools
no~ to notice all this or merely crafty agents actively helping
the criminal designs of the Soviet traitorous ruling clique
in India r To consider the Indian Khrushchovs fool&
is to make a fool of oneself, Let us however proceed,

The exports by HSL amounted to Rs. 2'3 crores in
1965-66, Rs. 9'3 crores in 1966-67 and Rs. 30'7 crores in
1967-68,

This autonomous body [HSL] directed by the seasoned

67
bureaucrats of 'free' I d' hn Ia ave org , d
our country's resources and the ,~nI~e the plunder of
cheap labour POWer by the B ~X?loItatIOn of the available
capital. And how are 't ntlsh, German and Soviet

1 s exports us d T
neo-colonial system' A' e ? 0 bolster up the
I' m Sla and for <t h' ,
1St aggressive forces' , ~ rengt enmg Imperia-

The int 1 agamst SOCIalIst countries'
erna and foreign policies of th "

not only support this p l't' l' e SOVIet renegades
, , a 1 ICa polIcy of 1 d

partICIpate in such pI d pun er but actually
un ers The h

one lakh tons of steel d " , y ave already taken
an are lIkely to take mor e,

SOVIET AID TO INDIA

Soviet 'Aid'

In Ore-Mining Industry

. What has been the result of th
mcrea~e the output of th' e so-called Soviet aid to
th e Iron ore m" .

a er places? N mmg m Korba a d
b' ,0 amount of b' n

a out ItS being th 1 ' OUrgeols drum-beat'
h e argest mme i I d' mg

t e truth that Soviet 'a'd' ' ,n n Ia or Asia can hide
makin 1 m thIS field has '

g such arrangements that in ' sImply meant
of resources like ores h' h creasmgly vast quantities

1 ' w IC are th' .
co ony, can be given aw t ' e raw materials of a
the biggest customer oaY

fIOd,the Imperialists, Japan is
I d' n Ian ' ,
n Ia can export 4 lakh ton " PIg Iron, At present

steel, The only th' s , of ~Ig Iron and 8 lakh ton~ of'
f mg reqUIred t
rOm state funds so that the ' IS ? ~rrange for subsidies

at a cheap price from ImpenalIsts can buy steel
g t th . us and the Ind' b
e elr share of profit Th' . Ian ourgeoisie can

for plundering the we~lth IS IS only .another crafty device
People. The S . t and labour power of the Ind'
th OVle renegades and th . , Ian
. e neo-revisionists, prettify this cr" elr IndIan lackeys,
It as progress towards so ' I' Immal loot and represent

A CIa Ism.
more detailed investigat. "

the Indian state sect IOn mto the facts as to how
as or controlled by th b

a contractor a middl e ureaucracy serVes
So . ' e-man of fo' .
. VIet capital wiU clearl reIgn Imperialist and
In th ' Y reveal the ne 1 .

e mdustrial and financ' 1 . o~co OllIal strongholds
Ia orgallIsatIOns of the I d'n Ian
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pumps which cost from two and a half to three thousand
rupees each. Only the rich peasants and the government'
can afford to ha.ve the pumps.

What does this mean r It is an attempt to increase
agricultural production by helping the rich peasants to grow
richer. In other words, the Soviet 'aid' here serves no
other purpose than thwarting the development of agrarian
revolution. But our neo-revisionist clique creates and
preaches the myth that the Ranch! project and all other
Soviet-aided projects serve 'to diminish our dependence'
on others. By acting like this, they are simply upholding
and praising the Soviet revisionists, If we consider the
question of power-generating ind.ustry as a, whole, we will
see that the Soviet 'aid' in this field clearly serves to
benefit and develop widely the middle bourgeoisie.

All this springs from the fact that the present SOTiet
revisionist ruling clique is pursuing a bourgeois counter-
revolutionary policy. Every communist knows that -aft~r
the October revolution the bourgeoisie of the colonies and
semi-colonies Wereunable to lead the bourgeois democratic
revolution. But the Soviet renegades preach the false
theory that the bourgeoisie of such countries are still
capable of leading the peasantry. When the neo-revisionists
talk about improving the living conditions of the peasantry
in th~ present set-up, they merely betray themselves as
peddlers of this false theory, They are nothing but
bourgeois gentlemen who don the mask of a Communist in
order to peddle the counter-revolutionary revisionist theories
which their Soviet mentors 'cook up. While the Dangeite's
clamour for one hundred Suratgarhs, the neo-revisionists
modestly restrict their propaganda to such things as
fertiliser, seeds and bombasts about distributing land to the
peasants 'according to law.' Both make sure that danger-
ous talks about overthrowing feudalism do not find any
place in their political vocabulary, There is nothing
surprising, therefore, that the neo-revisionist leading eliqu~
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will have to
state. Marxist students of Indian economy
take up this task.

Heavy Machine-building Industry: .
Heavy Engineering Corporation In RanchI, h t the Soviet

", f d lently elalm t aThe neo_revlslOnIsts rau u in fulfilling
, t '11 0 a long way

'aid' to the Ranchi proJec WI ~, achines (see CPM
India's needs for machine-bmldmg m

Party programme, p~r~ 2?). the have avoided any
True to their revISlOnIst nature dY' the case of the

d' th policy pursue m
discussion regar mg e 1\tr h' dra and Mahindra,. ' We find that .lUa m ,
Banchl proJect. " d poly producers of Jeep

, d t ahsts an mono b
the monopoly m us n t f the lathes produced Y
cars in India, are the sole agen St'O t Ranchi, What does

, 'g Corpora lOna '
'the Heavy Engmeenn S' t 'aid' given at the state
't mean? It means that the OV18 , ' Mahindra
1. b' Indian bourgeOISIe.
level goes to fatten the Ig t f r l'mporting lathes and

, . Iso agen s 0
and Mahmdra are as' t 'Union Another such, ' f the OVle '
other machmenes rom h ranks third among
agent is Karamchand Tha~ar ~e:cies in India. Does
the 'powerful group of managlbng a nelusion? The Soviet

fi m our a ove co , , .
not this fact con r f tt the big bourgeOISIe

, h ht it best to a en ,
revisiOnIsts t oug , t d of to the State Tradmg
and gave the agency to them ms ea
Corporation,

., G nerator Industry ,
ElectncIty e f th Neyvelli power proJect

, t ce the case 0 e .dTake, for Ins an '.. t d here serves to provl e
Th electnClty genera e , '1 din Madras, e t f villages In Taml na ,

, t b ut 70 per cen 0 " '
electric IJght 0 a 0 b t the power-driven nngatlOn
That's good. But what ,~ou More than half of the total

Pumps run by this electn~lt~ r, umps in the country
d' n nngatlon P

number of power- nve 'I d alone(numbering more than
have been installed in Taml an "t It is a patent fact that

by electncl y. htwo lakhs) and are run , ble to purchase suc
, ml'ddle peasants are qmte unapoor or -
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Indo.Soviet Trade

71
:SOVIET AID TO INDIA

( Rs, 600 t R 00o s. 2 ) on gunny bags etc Th I d'govern t 'n" . e n Ian'. men WI Ingly sacnficed a sizeable portIO f't
lncome i th . on 0 1 S. n e Interest of the Indian and B 't' h .In th' . n IS capItal
. e Jute Industry and the Soviet Un' d h'E IOnan t e East

u~~pean countries. Does it not fully show that th .
:reVISIOnistshave slyly taken advantage of the '. e. SOVIet
jute . d cnsIS In the

In ustry to extract concessions l' Th ' b
than the US' '. . ey are no etter

. . ImpenalIsts who, taking advantage of this
-cnsIS,have begun to 'co-operate' with the research d t
m~nt of the Indian Jute Mills Association 0 epaI' t-
fall to Doti h. . ne canno
'. ce ow the SOVIetrevisionists and the US im e

nal~tstlsmake a common cause with the Indian and Britfsh-
capI a to 'sav ' I d" .hen Ia s Jute industry. Like a pack f
I u;gry wolves, all of them are sucking the blood of t:e

n Ian people and take every opportunity to exploit India's
cheap labour power.

~he Soviet revisionists are a major exploiter of th
IndIan. people In d . e. accor ance WIth the government d "cl~ ~oo

. y 2, 1967, the India government bears the burden of a
su~sIdy amounting to 10 to 20 per cent of the export prices
of Iron and ~teel. It means that the India government in
order to satlsf! the dcmands of the Soviet revisionists has
agreed to sell Iron and ste'el to them at a price lower than
the normal. To fill in the gap, money is poured from the
'State funds collected by imposing unbearable burdens on the
people. Thr~ugh this manoeuvre of artificial lowering of
the export pnces, the Soviet revisionists have managed to
ext?rt a profit worth tens of crores of rupees from India in
theIr deals for purchase of jute goods, steel and rails. For
the neo-re~isionist clique of the CPI (M), all this plunder
of the IndIan people by the Soviet revisionists is quite good
and 'soci~list' in nature. Poor lackeys of Soviet revisionists
an~ IndIan rea~tionaries as they are, they are charged by
theIr masters WIth. the job of proving before the peo Ie
tha~ . th~ n~o-cololllal 'socialist' plunder by the Sovlet
TbevlslOlllsts.IS 'f~n~amentally' different from the plunder

y the US Impenahsts.
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of the CPM should ignore the class interests of the
oppressed peasantry and indirectly approve and endorse
the reactionary nature of Soviet 'aid' which, in ,the final
analysis, strengthens the reactionary classes and serves
to put obstacles in the path of development of class
revolution. The neo-revisionists and the Soviet revisioI).ists
are birds of the same stock. This is why the neo-revisionist
leading clique so jubilantly sings the praise of Soviet 'aid.'

Here we are considering only trade with the Soviet
Union and not with the East Europeancountries of the Soviet
bloc. The total amount of imports from the Soviets during
the period 1961-62 to 1965 (upto October) was Rs. 291'04
crore and the exports from India to that country during the
period amount to Rs. 251'92 crore. Not much, one would
say" considering the period of about 4 years and a half.
Recently an agreement has been signed to push up the
annual trade turnover considerably (India's total annual
foreign trade amounts to Rs. 2,500 crore).

What is the nature of this Indo-Soviet trade r The
following items are purchased by the Soviet Union according
to the recent agreement signed :-leather (raw, finished,
tanned and dressed) , cashew nuts (with shells) ; raw jute;
ail-cakes (of mustard & other oil seeds); seeds; shoes;
cotton goods; tea; steel materials. The T1'ade Jou1'nal
(June 21, 1967) published by the Commerce Ministry gives
these facts in details. The Joumal gives the information.
that in pursuance of a decision taken on June 2, duty on
jute and various jute goods was reduced in the interest of
long-term trade with the Soviet Union and the East
European countries of the Soviet bloc. The reductions
were Rs. 300 per bale (from Rs. 900 to Rs. 600) in the
pase of jute carpet backing and special jute goods; Rs. 150
( from Rs. 900 to Rs. 750) on hessian goods; and Rs. 400
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Purchase of hide leather etc.:
India has the responsibility to supply hides and leather

to her masters-Britain, West Germany, U. S. A. and
the Soviet Union. Since the agreement signed with
the Bell mission the U. S. imperialists have been taking
hides etc. along with other things from India. The Soviet>
Union is doing the same. But there is no way to find
out what price each of these countries pays for the raw
hide and leather. The journal Tmde and Indust1·Y'
(October, 1967) gives the export prices of all other goods
except those of hide and leather, though the import pric&
of each piece of hide is given. The journaJ gives lists
of export agreements signed with the U. S. A. and th&
Soviet Union. Many of the items exported to these two

countries are the same.
The neo-revisionist clique of the C P I (M) is deter-

mined to glorify the role of the Soviet revisionists. This.
is a main object of their Madurai document. They try
to conceal the undeniable fact that like all other Impe-
rialists the Soviet revisionist clique is committing grave
crimes against the interests of the people of colonies and
semi-colonies and plundering'f the cheap labour-power of

our country.
I would request my comrades and students of. Marxism

to pay due' attention to this fact of Soviet neo-colonial
plunder of India and thoroughly expose its real nature.

SUPPORT
the Afro-American Struggle :

Significance of Mao Tse-tung's Statement

TBE two statements made by Mao T' t . A1963 d A . ~e- ung 10 ugust
an pnl1968 (see BROADSHEET May 1968) .

the s~ruggle of the Afro-American pe~ple in the ~P:O~1Og
greatly deepened understanding of it . 'fi' " aves slgm cance Although
seperated by some five years both th t t .
th

' ' e s a ements embody
e same basic principles.

Racial oppression, whether practised' the
Southern Africa or Britain . 10 U.S.,. . r ' ISa product of colonialism and
Impena Ism. Its roots lie deep in the h' t ft d d . . IS ory 0 the slave
ra e an Impenal conquest of the I d han s were the pe I

were of a different ethnic group from th' . op eIt h' t . e Impenal powers
s ISory IS the histocy of' . l' .l' . Impena 1St aggression a d

eXP.OltatlOnin which the black people, whether in the W:t
IndIes, Southern Africa or the U S h b. .. . ., ave een the most
explOlted vlCtlms of capitalism The' . l' b'.. . . Impena 1St aSh of
racIalIsm ISclearly recognised in the oppression of Af .b h' . flcans

y w Ites 10 Southern Rhodesia, and to a lesser e.tent in
the e~ploitation of coloured immigrants in a former major
col~mal country such as Britain. There has not however,
been the same awareness of the connection belween
racialism and imperialism in the U.S. The treatment of the
black minority in the U.S. is akin to that of the African
majoritv in South Africa because they both have the same
class position-an enslaved source of the cheap labour
which is necessary to imperialism. This needs to be stressed
in order to bring home the essential identity beLween the
struggle of the Afro-Americans for their emancipation and

Reprinted from the "Broadsheet" of June 1968



the national liberation struggles of the peoples of Asia,
Africa and Latin America. This Chairman Mao does in
both his statements :

'The fasci8t atrocities of the U.S. imperialists against the
Negro people have exposed the true nature of so.called
American democracy. and freedom and revealed the inner link
between the reactionary policies pursued by the U.S. Government
:at home and its policies of aggression abroad.' (1963)

'Racial discrimination in the U.S. is a product of the
-colonialist and imperialist system.' (1968)

Because racial oppression affects all members of the
black community, its class basis is often obscured. All black
doctors and black businessmen, along with the humble:3t
share-cropper, suffer the indignity of racial discrimination
-or more severe forms of oppression at some stage of their
lives. The role of such professional people or member"s of
the black bourgeoisie, is inferior to that of their white
-counterparts:"'-rather similar in fact to that of middle-class
elements in the colonies and semi-colonies who cannot
enjoy the same status and privileges as their imperialist
masters. The Afro-American workers are even more
blatantly oppressed; proportionally more of them than the
whites are drafted to Vietnam and are unemployed.

In this situation, the class status of the majority of black
people is too often ignored. This is the case even among the
most militant sections; in several of the "Black Power"
formulations appeal is made to colour rather than to class.
The fundamental fact is that the great majority of thc 20
million Afro-Americans are workers, either in the rural
-areas or, increasingly, in towns and cities. As members of
the working-class the Afro-Americans can and should find
-allies among those oppressed by and fighting against

imperialism.
In his 1963 statement, Mao pointed out that the actual

-oppression against the black people originates in the

reactionary ruling circles who do not represent the workers,
farmers and revolutionary intellectuals: In the 1988
'Statement, he says "Tpe contradiction between the black
masses in the U.S. and U.S. ruling circles is a class contra-
diction." Because of their fundamental class position, the
-oppressed cannot be tru~y emancipated through class
-collaboration and class conciliation as preached by the
.ruling class or its adherents, whether pacifists such as
Martin Luther King, or so-called communists who, following
the Soviet leadership, look for a pe&ceful solution through
"civil rights." "Only by overthrowing the reactionary rule
()f the U.S. monopoly capitalist class and destroying the
-colonialist and imperialist system can the black people in
the U.S. win complete emancipation" (1968 Statement).

75.AFRO-AMERICAN STRUGGLE

Developing Storm

Mao brings to the attention of the world the revolu-
tionary potentialities of the Afro-American struggle. And
the upsurge among the Afro-American people is capable of
destroying the U.S." colonialist and imperialist system.
Already, many uprising', beginning with the Harlem
disturbances of 1964 against police brutality, the Watts
rebellion of 1965, the Chicago struggle of 1966, a.nd the
more developed ones in Detroit and Newark last year,
have broken the chains that the advocates of class colla-
boration and conciliation tried to impose upon the move-
ment. Describing the protests and struggle following the
murder of Dr. King and the violent repression of Afro-
Americans by the U.S. Government, Mao talks of a 'storm
such as h&snever taken place before in the history of that
-country. It shows that an extremely powerful revolutiona.ry
force is latent in the more than twenty million black
Americans' (1968 Statement).

From the dimensions of the developing storm Mao-
emphasises two points, both of the utmost importance. The
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How different is this formulation from the mechanical
version still heard in various progressive circles, where lip
service is paid to unity of white and black workers under-
such slogans as 'Black and white, unite and fight' (i.e. for
higher wages, with the implication that this would solve-
the problem of racialism). Besides failing to take account
of the real basis of discrimination and exploitation, the-
slogan equally fails to take account of the growing crisis in
capitalist EOciety,and ignores the significance of the Afro-
Asian struggle. The Afrc-American struggle is, in Mao's
words, 'a tremendous aid and inspiration to the struggle
of the people throughout the world' against U.S. imperialism
and must be resolutely supported not only by American
workers and students but by people in all countries fighting
imperialism.

77.AFRO-AMERICAN STRUGG~E

Nature of the Struggle

The second point concerns the nature of the struggle.
Against the violence done to them for centuries by their
<>ppressors, who today are ready to use any weapons to
defend ~roperty an~ privile.ge, the Afro-American can only
fight wIth revolutIOnary violence. It is here, of cc.ur"e,
that the ideological and practical contributions of Chairman
Mao and the entire Chinese revolution are of the greatest
help to the blacK people of the U.S. and all those in Asia
.Africa and Latin America fighting for their nationai
li~eration. It is here, equally, that the Soviet leadership's
:VIthdrawal and total retreat from the revolutionary road
IS ~ost apparent. Where Mao and the Chinese pledge
theIr resolute support for the revolutionary struggles of the
Afro-Americans, the Soviet leaders attribute good intentions
to the Jo~nsons and Kenedys when they promise marginal
reforms. Soviet papers condemn the Afro-American
struggles as using ',blind violence' (Izvestia, April 16) exactly
as does the New York Times. Tass speaks of the troops
'restoring order' and clearing the people from the streets
(April 10). The Soviet trade union paper Trud (April 7)
state3 that once the Vietnam war is over the U.S. Govern_
ment could spend millions of dollars improving the living
conditions of millions in the cities, ignoring the essential
nature of U.S. monopoly capitalism which must divide and
exploit the working class at the same time as it pursues
imperialist war abroad.

The Chinese recognise that the Afro-Americans will
not be liberated, nor U.S- imperialism overthrown, through
begging for a few crumbs from the capitalist table. As the
Afro-American struggle and the struggles of the American
working class develop, it is the analysis of Mao Tse-tung
not the distortions of the Soviet line, that will be
~indicated.
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first is the unity of the struggle of the black workers and
that of other sections of the American people, such as·
students and white workers, against U.S. imperialism.
Having a common enemy, they must unite. Again he puts.
right the record. It is true that many sections of white-
workers are guilty of racial prejudice against their black
fellow workers and act as viciously-as anyone will know
who has seen the behaviour of 'poor whites' in Missisippi
or Alabama, or for that matter of dockers and porters from
the East End of London recently-but the real responsibility
is that of the oppressors. Those London dockers or Detroit
auto workers who manifest racial hatred are no more thaIL
tools of the real oppressors and instigators of violence: the
monopoly capitalists who profit from the double exploitation
of the black workers which the division between black and
white makes possible. The real enemy must be isolated.
and attacked-not his creature3. The struggle of the black
people of America is bound to merge with the American
workers' movement to overthrow U.S. monopoly capitalism
and the imperialist system.



on the Sino-Indian border. To sub'erve the global
interests of the U.S. imperialists and the Soviet revisionists.
a so-called "border question" was artificially introduced'
into Indian politics and a phony 'border dispute' was
'created, in which Nehru, as before, played the most
important role. Fomented, engineered and materially
aided jointly by the U.S. imperialists and the Rhruschov
gang, this 'border dispute' burst into an open conflict in

October, 1962.
A host of Congress leaders starting from Nehru plainly

.admitted that the real issue involved in the bloody clash
with China was not the few square miles of barren.
uninhabited, mountainous territory. But they did it only
after the clash had taken place. Why r The reason is.
the Soviet revisionists and the U.S. imperialists needed

. a clash, and not a settlement, between India and China.
Nehru himself noted this fact long before the
emergence of this Moscow-New Delhi-Washington axis

}

against China. During the ~or~an war, in a letter to Sri
B. N. Rau, India's representative m the UNO, he wrote;
"I see that both the USA and the U.li. on the hand and the
USSR on the other, ... are not anxious that India and
China should be friendly towards each other." ( The
Statesman, December 7,19(5). However, later Nehru
himself played a most significant role in setting India.
against China as required by Moscow and Washington.
The bordilr conflict of 1962 was essentially a confronta-
tion between the forces of world imperialism and its
accomplices and lackeys on the one hand, and the anti-
imperialist forces of revolution on the other. And the
rout of the Indian soldiers on the Himalayas merely
epitomized the fiasco suffered by imperialism and its lackeys.
the Soviet revisionists.

NOTES78
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The basic interests of the Indian people are in complete
harmony with ~he inter~sts of the Chinese people. They
have.a commo~ mterest m fighting and destroying their
common enemles-U. S. imperialism and its accomplices
the Soviet revisionists. And in the present era this i;
the most stable and unbreakable bond that binds th
w?rld's .peoples into a revolutionary brotherhood. Th:
fnendshlp and solidarity between the peoples of India.
and China are unshakable precisely because it is bas d

h . eon t elr common struggle against U.S. imperialism and
Soviet re:-isionists. It is clear· as day light that those
wh.o are mterested in preserving the system of exploi-
tatIOn and oppression in India namely the US' .. . ". . Impena.-
lIsts, the SovIet revisionists and their Indian lackeys,
are. the ones who go about condemning and vilifying
Chma. Indeed, only the enemies of the Indian people can be
the. enemies of China and revolution. The epemies of the
~ndlan and Chinese peoples are the same-imperialism and
Its lackeys .

The Congress rulers are willing lackeys of the worst
enemies of the Indian people-U.S. imperialists Soviet
r~visionists.. They have proved themselves' to be
bItter enemieS of Indian independence and liberation.
r.I;hey are the. worst oppressors of the Indian people
and of the varIOUSnationalities. The Congress rulers
are the cruel bailiffs of the plunderers of the Indian
people and enjoy all the 'freedom' in killing and op .. pressmg
the people. Holdmg the people in subjugation by unlimited
violence and deception is their job which they perform
gladly at the command of the U.S. imperialists and Soviet
revisionists. There is absolutely no need for the people
to suffer these Congress rulers even for one moment
longer. ?~e peo~l~ have .also nothing to do with the
other eXlstmg polItICal partIes who live off th 1e peop e to
serve the forces of reaction·. The most po'I,sonous tools
that the Congress rulers are now using against the revolu_



tionary Indian people are the revisionist renegades of the
CPI and the CPI(M). The people can never liberate them-
selves from the clutches of exploitation and oppression
unless they first thoroughly eliminate the revisionist poison
spread by these disguised agents of reaction.

People, arise! Raise high the red banner of revolution
and Mao Tse-tung's thought and advance determinedly
along the path of Naxalbari! Close your ranks', defy
difficulties, defeat revisionist poison and march unitedly
,forward to achieve genuine independence,nationalliberation
and people's democracy! Smash the U.S. imperialists and
Soviet revisionists and their' lackeys! Support and unite
with the valint struggles of our Naga, Mizo and Kuki
brothers and other oppreseed nationalities against the
Congress reactionary regime! Victory will 'Surelybelong to
the Indian people !

ARE THEY MARXISTS OR
REAOTION'S HENOHMEN ,2

In the July 21 issue of People's Democracy, the central
-organ of the neo-revisionist clique, appeared two reports
on Andhra-both quite illuminating. They once again
unmask the real face of the "Marxists" and the role they
.are' playing in the bitter class struggle now raging in
several Andhra districts and elsewhere.

One of these reports, entitled "Stop this Landlord
Police Congress eTrror in Telangana", informs the readers
that in a letter to Brahmananda Reddy, Chief Minister of

rt' Andnra Pradesh, P. Sunciarayya has cited innumerable
instances of brutal attacks on peasants and Communists in
Nalgonda, Khamman and Warangal perpetrated by land-
lords' armed gangs, Congressmen and the police since 1956.
The neo-revisionist! chieftain "has requested" the Congress
Chief Minister to instruct the. police officials, and the
special police that are posted in these areas, not to aid
the village landlords and their hired' henchmen, in committ-
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ing these atrocities." Sundarayya has appealed to the
Congress Chief Miniflter to instruct the police officials and
the special police "to do Justice evenly and not t t· t'0 . 0 1ea

ommun~st supporters' as non-citizens as sub h. . ,- urnans,
aga~nst whom a~yth~ng and any kind of atrocity can be

perpet?'ated and Justi+:ed and encouraged" S d ''J" . un arayya s
h~art seems to be overflowing with the milk of human
kllldness !

~he other report on "Andhra State Committee Decisions:'
enlrghtens the readers on the various steps taken by
Sundarayya, Basava-punniah and Co. to dissolve District
Taluk and other Committees of the CPI(M) . ". , orgalllze new
ones III their place and to expel a large number of members
from the party. What was their crime l' Many of the
ran~ and file comrades had raised the banner of revolt.
~g~lllSt the 8undarayya-Ranadive-Namboodiripad factio~•.
I~SISt~dthat the assessments of the Indian and the world •
sItuatIOn ~y. this clique must change and urged that not;,'
:ayer, petItIon and "parliamentary" methods but. resis-

.nee and revolutionary violence alone can smash the
VIOlent attacks of the landlord-poHce-Congress combine
and overthrow their regime of plunder and oppression.

Between 1954 and 1964 about forty communist work •.•
were murdered in Telangana and another ten to fift e~s
A dh een In

n ra area by the landlords. During the last t
b t two years

a ou wenty Communist workers ten of th . T 1' em In e an-
gana, were murdered. Some idea of the nature of the
attacks by the landlord-police-Congress 0 b'. e m me may be
had from the followmg two instances :

'?n Chandrugonda village (in Warangal) during the 1965
parlIamentary by-election a Lambod' t

1 peasan supporter-Of
CPI(M), Boda Bikya, was assaulted h' h d

b k h· , IS an s and legs
were ro en, IShouse was set on fi d h' 7" re an IS years old
son RaJya was tIed hand and foot and burnt alive b
Congress supporters. y

"It was again in this same t 1 ka u that in 1965 August in

..
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the village Maheswarpuram, in connection with the dispute
about a field path between the peasants and the village
landlords, the police opened fire, wounding a CPI (M)
}Vorker Chenna Reddy, who died in Warangal hospital,
handcuffed, with no medical care whatsoever ....

"It was after this shooting that the Reserve Police
camped ip the village, tortured 1000 persons, poured urine
in the wounded persons' mouths when they asked for
water, and raped 26 women including some who were·
pregnant. "

All this resembles the vicious attacks of Diem on the
people of South Viet-Nam. Naturally, in Sreekakulam and
the districts of Telangana the question of resistance, the
que~tion of using revolutionary violence to combat these
attacks, was raised by rank and file comrades. But the
opportunist scum represented by Sundarayya-Ranadive_
Namboodiripad-Rammurty clique would not have' anything
to do with resistance on the ground that the legality of the
party would then be endangered. Instead, they have now
chosen to request the Congress Chief Minister to ask the
police to do justice evenly to the oppressors and the
oppressed, the exploiters and the exploited: the wolf and

I
the lamb. The scum that calls itself Marxist has become
Gandhian in its ideology! For it, the class struggle does
not exist, or if it exists, the Congress Chief Minister and
the police that is a part of the reactionary state machinery
are all above classes!

The truth IS Sundarayya's letter is a sort of device to" , ,
deceive the maSSesa,.ta time when this gang is purging
the party of all militant, revolutionary elements who alone
can help the peasantry to defend itself. While keeping
the I)ea,santry defenceless in the face of attacks of the land-
lords and the police, they feign love and concern for the
peasant victims and appeal to the Chief Minister, a leading
member of the Congress Party-the main party of the big
landlords and the big bourgeoisie-to intervene !

NOTES
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&l\ These sham "Marxists" are not non-combatants during
~e ~ss-struggle now raging in the country. Theit
entire tactics amount to this : while pretending tb love for
the peasantry they keep them defenceless and throw them
to the wolves of landlords and the police and direct their
;re against. those comrades who stand by the peasantry.
n Naxalban when the heroic peasants took up arms to

defend themselves and overthrow the regime of oppression
and plunder, these impostors as the biggest partner of the
U.F. Government in West Bengal did not hesitate to use
the reactionary state machinery in its attempt to

' . SUppress
the brave peasantry. At the same time they came doWIi
upon revolutionary comrades who led the peasants with
discipl~nary measures and the violent slanders. Sb, like the
GandhItes, they are waging the class struggle with a:
vengeance-as henchman of the reactionary classes and as
enemies of the toiling people.

The brave peasants and the revolutionary comrades of
Telangana and Sreekakulam haTe to fight on two fronts-
the landlords' gangs and the police as w/:lllas reaction's
agents masquera&ing as Marxists-in order to achi ve. e
VIctory. Communist revolutionaries of other parts of India
send them their revolutionary greetings and express their
firm solidarity with them.

HOW THEY 'STRENGTHEN'
DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENTS

Everyday the "Marxists" and their allies-the Dange'
renegades, the R.S.P., the S.S.P. and others-seem to sur_
pass all their previous records as agents of the reactionary
classes: whenever they adorn the ministerial offices, they
deny fo~d and jobs to the people, seek to divert people's
anger WIth talks of a sham struggle against the Congress
government at the centre and try hard to Suppress all
expressions of discontent of the people, all democratic

LIBERATION
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<:asual leave and strike.. Even the governments led by ,.
notorious Congress bosses like Bidhan Roy and Prafulla
Sen and bureaucrats like Governor Dharma Vim never
-dared impose a salary cut or order a brel!>kof service.
Namboodiripad and his men have set an example for all
()rther reactionary bosses to emulate. We know that when the
present system torn with crisis, is on the verge of collapse,
the "Marxists," the Dangeites and others have undertaken
to stablise it. ("I may now claim that one of the biggest
:achievements of our pre-election alliance and the post-
€lection coalition Government is that we have shown that
it is possible for the various non-Congress parties to come
together and establish a relatively stable alliance on which a
stable coalition Government can be built."-Namboodiripad
during his interview with Washington Post Correspondent,
Ibid). The task is· difficult. Naturally, these degenerate
lackeys of the ruling classes have to try to accomplish it.

Only a few days ago, several hundred retrenched police-
men who were demanding reinstatement in service were
mercilessly attacked with lathis on the orders of Namboo-
diripad's governmElnt. When these sham Marxists and
their allies are treating the toiling people agitating for just
demands with lathis and bullets and adopting all kinds of
vindictive measures, they are full of servility towards the
U.S. imperia.lists. During their demonstrations on the
Vietnam Day this year, the youth of Kerala incensed by the •

. brutalities of the American aggressors who are laying waste
the whole of Vietnam, set on fire a van belonging to the
U.S. Consulate. While anti-imperialist India acclaims this
:action of the youth of Kerala, an action which is a token of
solidarity with the heroic Vietnamese people, the "Marxist"
Chief Minister expressed "deep personal regret" for the
incident in a letter to the U,S. Consul a.nd promised to take
severe action against the young men. When the influence
()f the Congress is declining, the "Marxists" and their
allies have taken upon themselves the task of restoring
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movements. by fascist methods. During the first ten months
of the rule of the "Marxist"-led ministry in Kerala. Nam-

o· boodiripad said to a Washington Post correspondent.
"people today have •...even less food (and that at higher cost)
than ten months ago. The problem of unemployment and
lack of all-round economic development has also be-
come worse during the last ten months." (People's
Democ1'acy. January 14. 1968). Since this interview the
price of food ration has been considerably raised by Nam-
boodiripad's government. This is the kind of relief the--=--"Marxists" and their allies are offering to the people of
Kerala and promising the people of West Bengal. And
the manner in which they are "strengthening the demo-
cratic movements of the people" for making revolution
at a convenient' time in future is best illuSltrated by the
news that has recently come from Kerala.

The employees of Namboodiripad's government were
agitating for some time for some very just demands when
the "Marxist"-led government refused to accede to them.
seven hundred employees of the Kerala Secretariat went
on one day's mass casual leave. Namboodiripad and his
men have responded by imposing a salary cut of one day
and what is most astounding of all. ordering a break of
service of these Seven hundred employees. That amounts
to treating them as new entrants, who are forced to lose
the benefit of all previous increments, seniority in service
etc. and to start aneW from the lowest rung of the ladder.

It is reported that these penal measures have received
.r the support of the United Front Co-ordination Committee

in Kerala. The utterly reactionary character of the United
Fronts and United Front governments is demonstrated
once again as it was demonstrated before in West Bengal.

In Maharastra, West Bengal, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh
and elsewhere government employees have again and
again demonstrated their dissatisfaction with the miserable
conditions of their service in various ways including mass

•...
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~litical stability to the present vicious system; naturally,
tnl:lyare servile to the Birlas and other Indian reactionaries
and to the U.S. imperialists- and hostile to the impoverished
toiling people. I

The mask of the "Marxists" and other traitors is falling:
off. In order to win victory the toiling people must get rid
of all illusion about thes'e agents of reaction' planted among
them and wage a fight on two fronts-against the reactionary
ruling classes and against their agents who call themselves
'Marxists', Communists' and 'Socialists.'

FLAMES OF NAXALBARI
SPREAD TO' UTTAR PRADESH

A Correspondent writes:

The flames of Naxalbari is indeed spreadin'g like wila
forest-fire. It has now reached the Terai regions of Uttar
Pradesh. It is truly hearten'ing to see how the revolu-
tionary people, the landpoor and landless peasants, imbued
with the great revolutionary example of Naxalbari and the
ever shinin'g thought of Mao Tse-tung, are coming forward
in thousands. They are showing unprecedented initiative,
vigour and determination and are marching forward to
establish their own political power. All this symbolises a.
completely new ]lhenomenon which characterises the Indian
countryside today. The revolutionary peasants are on the
march and the Terai regions of Uttar Pradesh reverberate.
with the sound of their footsteps.

The revolutionary peasants in the Terai region of the
Lakhimpur district in U. P., guided by the local Commu_........•....•. ~ - .

mst revolutionaries have taken to the revolutionary path.
the path of Naxalbari. Infuriated at this, the zamindars
and big landlords have been constantly trying to suppress
them. Recently one day they sent a big gang of about a
a hundred hired goondas, armed with guns, in order to
'teach' the peasants 'a lesson'. The goondas managed to
surround the revolutionary peaffants and began to fire shots

~OTES

at them. The firing continued for some time. ~ut the
who know the terrain like the palm of theIr handpeasants, d

.avoided a direct clash immediately and took. shelter and
't d for their turn. They reorganised theIr forces an

WaI e k d th med goondas atunited with the local people attac e e ar .
.a suitable time. Fifteen of the goondas were dIsabled, one
of whom reportedly died later. Not one of the revolu-
tionary peasants was injured or killed. ,

The news of this criminal attack on the revolU~IOnary
:peasants and their vigorous and successful reSIstance
<lreated a new wave of enthusiasm among the peasant
ill es and greatly intensified their hatred and anger

f;t"'=-~d the oppressor landlords. Angry peasants surroun~ed
the houses of a number of landlords, seized foodgrams,
took away their guns, and duly punished them.

I order to suppress the newly-awakened peasant
n nd to protect the landlords, the reactionary statemasses a h th d

government has despatched a large force of t ree ous~n
d 1· emen and issued warrants of arrests agamstarme po lC .

75 revolutionary peasants. But the local POpul~tIOn
. . ostly of oppressed peasants are actIvelycomprIsmg m . .
t· g and helping the revolutionaries to fOIl everysuppor m . .

attempt of the police to find them. Frustrated ~nd I~furla-.
t~d at this failure, the reactionary government IS try.mg to

. fierce terror-campaign against the revolutIOnaryorgamse a
peasants and the people.

CHINA POINTS THE WAY
Anna Louise Strong, in her Letter from Chilna,February

~2nd 1968, writes:
China is now the centre of world revolution and. of ~he

struggle against U.S. imperialism. Not.a centre from. whlCh
-orders are issued. She is the centre, fIrst, from whlCh the
thought of Mao Tse-tung spreads and t~is is her greatest
.gift to the anti-imperialist world revo.lutIO~. .The thought
-of Mao Tse-tung is the vital factor m umfymg the world
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We regret that owing to unavoidable circumstances
A New Assessment of the History of the CPI could not be
published in this issue. It will however, be resumed III our
next issue.

struggle; ideological unity is the m9st important kind of
unity. China is also the centre because Mao actively
directs the Chinese· revolution and constantly analyses world
revolutionary experience. Since World War II, Mao has.
pointed the way for world revolution and continues to do
so.

I
The role of the Soviet revisionists is the ex'act opposite

of China's role. They hide the real nature of imperialism
and distract people from struggle against it, but instead
collude >yith U.S. imperialism to dominate the world.

Nonetheless the world's peoples m\>veinexorably towards
confrontation with U.S. imperialism, towards a world anti-
imperialist front. What Mao Tse-tung predicted in 1949
is clearly coming to pass today:

'Imperialism .has prepared the conditions for its own
doom. These conditions are the awaken·ing of the great
masses of the people in the colonies and semi-colonies and
in the imperialist countries themselves. Imperialism has
pushed the great masses of the people throughout the world
into the historical epoch of the great struggle to abolish
imperialism.'

\

JJ
-"
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